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PREFACE
The Changing Lanes: Promoting Women in Science and Technology initiative was launched in
2003 by two community based organizations, the Hypatia Association1 and the Women’s
Economic Equality (WEE) Society2, with funding from Status of Women Canada. At the heart of the
Changing Lanes Project is the recognition that women continue to be under-represented in applied
science, technology and trades training and occupations in Nova Scotia. This has a significant
impact on Nova Scotian communities, on the economy and on women.
Through Changing Lanes we identified gender issues and institutional barriers limiting the
participation of women in science and technology in Nova Scotia. Our particular interest has been
the role of the education sector in addressing this problem. Our previous work with various federal
and provincial government departments and with a range of science and technology workplaces
enabled us to develop an analysis that draws linkages among these sectors. Our goal was to
produce a resource that could be used by institutions to foster change in policy and practice
resulting in more young women choosing science and technology programs at the post-secondary
level, particularly those areas where there continues to be a significant under-representation
of women.
Through the Changing Lanes Project we produced two resource packages, one addressed to Nova
Scotia’s public school system, the other addressed to Nova Scotia’s community college system. Each
resource package:
• summarizes research from a range of articles and reports
• describes the findings of focus groups with young women in Nova Scotia from high
schools and the Nova Scotia Community College system
• provides action-oriented resources and change strategies for education institutions in
Nova Scotia

1

The Hypatia Association is an incorporated not-for-profit organization in Nova Scotia. Originally founded in 1999 as the Hypatia

Project, Hypatia works with private and public sectors in Nova Scotia, designing and implementing long-term sustainable strategies to
increase the participation of girls and women in science and technology
2
The Women's Economic Equality (WEE) Society was established in 1996 and is a non-profit provincial organization. With a mission to
promote the economic well-being of women by facilitating programs and services that support women's full participation in communitybased economic development, the Society has sponsored a range of skills development, employment, self-employment and research-

based projects, working with more than 5,000 women across the province.

Introduction
WHAT IS THE ISSUE AND WHY DOES IT
MATTER?
It has been almost 25 years since the Science Council of Canada
published Who Turns the Wheel? (1981), an analysis of intervention
strategies to address the low participation rates of Canadian women
and girls in science and technology. Through many initiatives over
that time period, there have been positive outcomes. In Nova Scotia
for example, girls and boys participate equally in overall science and
math programs in high schools. But there are more subtle patterns: in NS high schools, girls have lower
rates of participation in geology (43.7%) and physics (44.5%) courses, and are enrolled in high school
technology-related courses at only slightly more than half the rate of male enrolment (35.4% compared to
64.6% for boys) (compiled from NS Department of Education statistics, 2000-2001). Recent studies in
North America indicate that girls’ participation in computer courses is actually declining. Further,
regardless of their interest and academic achievement in school science, it appears many girls are not
enrolling in certain science and technology programs at post-secondary institutions.

“Young girls are not moving into sciences
particularly the hard sciences, The drop-off rate after
high school is significant in some disciplines,”
Women in Federal Science and Technology
(WFST) 1222:14,

Statistics for the mid-1990s (based on 1996 Statistics Canada data) show that young women in universities
made up more than 50% of enrolment in science disciplines in Canada (WFST 1999: 54). However, a
breakdown by discipline revealed a less positive picture. Nationally, 1996 data showed women comprising
less than 33% of graduates in a number of science and technology fields; a graduation rate of 26% of
general engineering graduates; 21% in physics; and 14% in engineering science (WFST 1999). Overall,
women were graduating in equal numbers from undergraduate sciences, but they were still clustered in
health sciences. These graduation rates affect the numbers of females pursuing graduate degrees in science
and technology.
More recently, Statistics Canada data for 2001-2002 on the participation by gender of graduate and
undergraduate students in Canadian universities indicate that women still make up only 30.4% of students
in Mathematics and Physical Sciences and 23.1% in Engineering and Applied Sciences (Canadian
Coalition of Women in Engineering, Science, Trades and Technology [CCWEST] 2004).
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Nova Scotia Community College (NSCC) statistics suggest similar patterns. In the year 2000, we
compiled an analysis of a number of programs at selected campuses. Our data indicate that certain
technology programs had low percentages of females. For example, women comprised 4% of those
enrolled in an Electrical Engineering Technician program; 16 % in Information Technology
(Computer Programming Analyst); and 17% in Geomatics from high school (Survey Technician,
Geomatics Engineering Technology, Cartography and Planning). The science and technology
programs with higher proportions of female enrolment were those that require a university degree:
Geographic Information Systems (48%), Remote Sensing (44%), Marine Geomatics (38%) and
Business Geographics (40%) based on a report from the Registrar’s Office, NSCC, Fall 2000).
Data from other parts of Canada reveal a similar pattern. A recent report from the Canadian
Coalition of Women in Engineering, Science, Trades and Technology (CCWESTT) summarizes
patterns from Newfoundland and Labrador’s College of the North Atlantic. While women comprise
87% of Health Sciences programs, they make up 33% of the enrolment in Natural Resources, 18%
in Engineering Technology, 12% in Industrial Trades and 10% in Information Technology (CCWESTT
2004:8). Comparative data for Fanshawe College in Ontario show women comprising 21% of the
enrolment in Information Technology, 18% in Building Technology, 16% in Manufacturing Sciences
and 6% in Motive Power (CCWESTT:8).
Statistics Canada data for women in apprenticeship training show that women make up less than
3% of the enrolment in building and construction trades, electrical and electronics trades, industrial
and related mechanical trades, metal fabricating trades and motor vehicle and heavy equipment
(CCWESTT:9).
“Does it matter if [these] differences between men and women exist? After
studying all the evidence my colleagues and I were in no doubt that it did
matter and for the following reasons:
• Human rights and social justice. All individuals should have equality of opportunity to a
science education and to a scientific career, and for women and men to benefit equally
from advances in science and technology.
• Scientific and economic reasons. If women are not given equal opportunity to become
scientists and engineers then a country denies itself its full complement of scientifically
creative minds. This can be a serious handicap both to the development of science and
to the generation of wealth in an increasingly competitive world.
• Social reasons. Women frequently perform different roles and tasks both within and
outside the home to those performed by men. It is important that both men and women
are able to bring a scientific and technical education to bear on the performance of
these roles and tasks.
• Reasons of insight. Some women, it has been suggested, bring different insights, values,
motivations and methods of work to their scientific jobs than do most men and other
women. The inclusion of more women in science will enrich the total pool of talents,
insights and motivations, and increase the probability that science will serve the needs
of all humanity.” Geoffrey Oldham, 2000.

5
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SECTION A
Research Methodology
1. Analyzing Research Reports
Given the significant under-representation of women in science, engineering,
technology and trades, researchers from many institutions (including the World
Bank, UNESCO, international development agencies, government ministries and
university science and education departments) have repeatedly asked, why do
young women make the choices they do? Why are they rejecting certain kinds
of science and technology as a focus for post-secondary education and career
opportunities? These two questions have been researched for almost three
decades and actions have been taken on many fronts. There have been
improvements in numbers of women involved, yet familiar barriers continue to
be described in the literature. Our first step in this research process was to
review and report on existing analysis.

2. Conducting Focus Groups
We also wanted to learn from the experiences of female students in NSCC
science and technology programs. In May 2003 a letter was sent through the
NSCC Registrar’s Office to all female students in year one and year two of
technical programs at the three Halifax campuses. The letter described the
Changing Lanes Project and invited individuals to call the researchers should
they wish to participate in the research. Phone calls were received from 15
women who participated in one of two focus groups in June 2003. In the focus
groups we explored questions about early experiences in science and
technology, the process of deciding to pursue a science/technology program at
NSCC, experiences in the admissions process, in the program itself and in the
workplace. Each focus group was tape recorded and lasted for approximately
two hours. Anonymity was assured, and we honour this throughout the report
by not naming the particular program of any respondent who is quoted.
Characteristics of Focus Group Members
The women represented a number of NSCC programs, including IT Web,
Electrical Technician, Power Engineering, Water Resources Technology,
Electronics Engineering Technology and Aviation Technology. Some of the
women in the focus groups were in programs with a reasonable gender balance
(e.g. IT Web had one woman for every three men and Water Technology had
seven women and ten men). Others were the only woman across two years of a
program. There were no women at all in Electrical Technology in either year at
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the time the focus group members were at NSCC. A surprise for us was the number of women from
the same campus who did not know one another.
The women also represented a broad range of experience. Some already had university degrees
and some had completed previous programs at NSCC. Several were returning to study after more
than 10 years in the labour force or after having taken time out of the labour force to raise their
family. All lived in urban areas, or were close enough to have ready access to their respective
campus. No women responded to the request for participation from either African Nova Scotian
or First Nations groups, perhaps because there were no women from these groups in the programs
we identified.
Limitations of Focus Group Data
Because no NSCC women responded to the request for participation from either African Nova
Scotian or First Nations communities or from among immigrant women, we are not able to report
on the ways racism interacts with gender as women enter technical programs traditionally the
preserve of men.
Furthermore, the report is limited in that no low income or rural women participated in the focus
groups. However, NSCC experiences of low income rural women have been captured in a 2003
report, The Digital Divide, which is summarized below (Section C.1). From time to time, we return
to the findings described in The Digital Divide as a reminder that women have deeply differing
experiences of community college depending on their social class and regional locations. In the
final segment of this report, when we reflect on strategies the NSCC might implement, this
knowledge serves as a reminder that strategies must be flexible and broad enough to support
women with a wide range of backgrounds and needs.
Focus group data, while limited in its breadth, does offer opportunities for careful reflection on
complex topics. As such, the focus group data in this study provide insights into
some issues faced by women entering traditionally male dominated
trades and technology programs. The experiences of the women
may help faculty and staff deepen their understanding of the
range of women’s experiences at NSCC.

3. Preparing Action Items
Our ultimate goal in this project was the development of
a set of strategies helpful to NSCC and other postsecondary institutions in their journey toward gender
equity in programs that continue to have an underrepresentation of female students. Action strategies have
been drawn from the many studies and reports consulted,
as well as from the focus group data, and are compiled in
Section E.

7
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SECTION B
CHOOSING SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY:
FACTORS INFLUENCING YOUNG WOMEN
What web of factors accounts for continuing patterns of lagging enrolments of
women in some traditionally male dominated education and training? What
must be considered if we wish to work for change within post-secondary
institutions? To address these questions, we reviewed research reports produced
by scientists, educators, government departments and international agencies.
Our findings from the literature are organized in two broad clusters. Here in
Section B, we identify several factors that influence young women in their choice
to pursue further education in science and technology. These include societal
attitudes and expectations, learning environments, images of science and
technology and concepts of self. In this section, we weave both the literature and
our own research findings with high school girls. Then, in Section C, we identify
from the literature a number of structural and institutional obstacles to access
and retention in science and technology programs, especially for re-entry
women and women marginalized by poverty and/or their rural location.
These include issues of availability of part-time studies, computer accessibility,
child care, transportation, bridging programs and employment training
support funding.

1. What the Literature Tells Us about the Choices
of Girls and Young Women
Societal Attitudes and Expectations
Parents and educators are powerful role models; their approval or disapproval
of non-traditional careers can have a significant impact on girls’ choices. Some
parents and teachers still hold stereotypical attitudes toward women’s
mathematical and scientific abilities, for example, feeling that girls and women
are less able to analyze and to do technical tasks. These attitudes can lead to
lowered expectations for girls and young women in science, math and
technology classes. Sometimes, parents, educators and employers continue to
question whether science and engineering careers are appropriate for girls. Yet
studies show many young women who choose science and technology careers
do so because of the encouragement they received from parents, teachers or
other significant adults in their lives. Researchers point out that students, parents,
educators, employers and communities need opportunities to examine lingering
and persistent attitudes which maintain gender stereotypes around certain
science and technology careers.
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Learning Environments
Research has shown that males and females continue to have different
experiences in high school and post-secondary classrooms, in terms of both
instructional materials and classroom interaction.
Research findings regarding instructional materials suggest that:
• women’s experiences and accomplishments in science and
technology need to be included in classroom materials and projects,
rather than ignored or simply tacked on at the end of a curricular
unit or course
• scientific and technological knowledge needs to be presented more
holistically, instead of as an accumulation of fragmented and
disconnected facts
• topics in science should more frequently reflect people-oriented
applications
• science education should include exposure to genuine investigation
in addition to the more common highly directed laboratory tasks.
Over the last 20 years, classroom interaction has been thoroughly analyzed at
all levels of education. In the 1980s and early 1990s, research showed that in
public schools and post-secondary institutions, males dominated the use of
computer time and hands-on projects in laboratories (AAUW 1992), and they
received more (and higher quality) attention from instructors (Sadker & Sadker
1990, 1991; Sadker 1995). Studies also showed that young women often
preferred more cooperative work (Rosser & Villhauer 1995). These studies led to
interventions that helped educators monitor the kinds of questions they asked,
who they asked questions to, how they organized group work and how they
fostered more equitable participation in science and computer projects. More
recent studies have continued to monitor computer use among students in
schools. These newer studies suggest that girls and boys now use computers
fairly equally, but that there are differences in how they use them.
Learning styles research portrays many women and some men as relational
learners. Relational learners need new learnings to be linked to things they
already know, they need to see the relevance of materials, they need
opportunities to discuss the new learnings, and they need open-ended questions,
critical thinking, and group work. “Should the instructor not provide
opportunities for the learners to make a personal connection with the work, the
learner must devise ways of understanding this personal relevance and then
often takes longer to learn the materials” (Braundy 1997:40).

<
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Voices of Researchers: Learning environment

“Girls are critical of the computer culture not
computer phobic, Instead of trying to make girls fit
into the existing computer culture the computer
culture must become more inviting for girls," Sherry
Turkle Professor of Sociology Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
The Tech-Savvy report (AAUW 5444) tells us
“Gender equity cannot be measured by how many
girls send e-mail use the Internet or make
PowerPoint presentations, Rather gender equity
means using technology proactively being able to
interpret the information that technology makes
available understanding design concepts and being a
lifelong learner of technology, These abilities apply
across the whole range of subjects and careers not
just computer science,”

Researchers have examined sexism and sexual harassment as an aspect of classroom interaction (AAUW
2000, Duncan 1999, Stein 1999, Williams 1996, Larkin 1994, Stein & Sjostrom 1994, Evans & Wall
1991). Some post-secondary institutions have used the term “poisoned environment sexual harassment” to
describe the most common form of sexual harassment which “discriminates against individual(s) on the
basis of sex, gender or sexual orientation by creating an intimidating, hostile and/or offensive
environment” (Dalhousie University 2004). Repeated and unwanted behaviours can include crude or
offensive jokes, sexual comments, homophobic remarks, gestures that are derogatory, leering, stalking,
comments about women’s unsuitability for certain careers, displays of offensive material and/or
stereotyping on the basis or gender or sexual orientation (Canadian Human Rights Commission 2004).
Computers and the Internet have proven to be sources of sexual harassment in post-secondary institutions,
from the use of sexually derogatory screen savers to on-line harassment of fellow students (Bell & de La
Rue 1995).
The literature we reviewed contained many suggested learning environment interventions (see, for example,
Rennie, Parker & Butler Kahle 1996). Post-secondary institutions can set up processes that encourage
instructors to monitor and critique science and technology classroom practices in relation to small group
work, lab work and computer work. Support can be offered to faculty in implementing strategies that
support relational learners. Developing an awareness of how gender plays out in classrooms is a first step
in changing institutional policies and procedures. While gender inequities may not exist in every classroom
or every program, developing the capacity across an institution and among those working with students to
identify and monitor the gendered character of classrooms is a fundamental prerequisite to any claims for
equity. Developing this institutional capacity is also a prerequisite to effective change.
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Voices of Researchers: Changing institutions
and organizational culture
“The vast majority of gender initiatives over
the past two decades have focused on girls and
women themselves - not on societal images
and attitudes not on institutional policies and
practices and not on the organizational culture
of educational institutions and workplaces, In
essence we have focused on convincing girls
and women that an uninviting culture is
indeed inviting rather than focusing on
changing the culture,”
Women’s CED Network 5446:5
Instructors and students also can work together to create a climate free of sexism and homophobia.
Many resources exist for this, through the websites of organizations such as the American
Association of University Women (AAUW) and the Canadian Association for the Prevention of
Discrimination and Harassment in Higher Education (CAPDHHE) (see also Davis 2001, Stein 1999,
Brandenburg 1997, Evans & Wall 1991). Some post-secondary institutions have provided
considerable institutional resources to creating a hospitable university environment for women in
science and technology fields. For example, Queen’s University appointed a permanent Special
Assistant to the Dean of Applied Science in 1988. In the first six years that this position existed,
there were many initiatives including developing a pamphlet and providing workshops on inclusive
language. Many faculty expressed gratitude, and female students appreciated the increased use of
gender inclusive language in the classroom (Bowe, Kraus & Tighe 1994:21). The Special Assistant
ensured that every woman admitted to Engineering received two telephone calls, once in mid-June
after they would have received their acceptance letter, and once in August just before classes
began. The caller expressed the Engineering Department’s hope that the student would indeed
register, and answered questions that ranged from students’ worries about not having enough
physics background, to worries about child care, to worries about whether there would be other
women in the program. This practice lasted from 1988 until at least 1994, over which time the
Engineering enrolment of females increased. A practice such as this lets female students know there
is someone on campus to whom they can turn with issues or questions when they are entering
traditionally male-dominated programs. It lets female students know that the university is intent on
creating a hospitable environment. These types of labour-intensive practices are necessary in equity
recruitment and retention.
Finally, post-secondary hiring practices have an impact on the learning environment in science and
math. Whether instructors are male or female can affect young women’s sense of belonging in
science and technological programs and workplaces, especially in fields which continue to be maledominated. Interventions suggested include hiring female science and technology instructors and
encouraging more young women to be science educators. For example, many post-secondary
institutions have developed proactive hiring strategies that go beyond merely stating in advertising
that both men and women are welcome to apply.

F
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Images of Science and Technology
How young women perceive science and technology has implications for how post-secondary institutions
plan their recruitment strategies. Research in the 1990s suggested that science often has been perceived
negatively by girls and young women - as objective and rational, difficult and elitist, overly competitive and
lacking in human dimension. Studies of girls’ attitudes toward science suggest many feel that people who
are good in science are “geeks” and “nerds”, lone workers spending long hours in a laboratory. In one
typical study, girls’ responses indicated that they saw the occupation of scientist as very “serious and singleminded and not associated with enjoyment at all…a serious, isolated white male working in a laboratory”
(Jarvis 1996: 34). Images of science and technology, and of the people who work with science and
technology, are absorbed from textbooks, comic books, cartoons, TV shows and life around them.
Television images oversimplify work or glamorize certain professions and generally portray only a narrow
view of science and technology jobs.
A number of authors point out that the images of science and technology as rational, objective, isolated
and machine-oriented fail to reflect how science is actually carried out. Faulkner (2001) for example, says
that the rigidity and lack of creativity typical of science, technology and engineering education in schools
and university classrooms create an image of the work processes of science and technology out of line with
what actually happens in the research or technology innovation process (see also Tonso 2000). Technology,
engineering and science are generally associated with objectivist/rational thought in contrast to
subjective/emotional thought. Faulkner argues, however, that engineering and technology need both kinds
of thinking.
Technology seems to hold less attraction for young
women than science does, and in fields like
Computer Science, the proportion of female
enrolment has declined in some post-secondary
institutions (CCWEST 2004). Studies like the
recent Tech-Savvy report (AAUW 2000) stress
that young women need to be shown the wide
range of areas in which technology is used, to
shake the image of computer science as
isolating, or as primarily related to games with
a violent theme.
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Voices of Researchers: Computers and
technology
“While girls and women may be using the
internet for communication and the web for
information-retrieval it is predominantly men
who are programming the computers
designing and fixing the systems and
inventing the technology that will affect all
aspects of our lives, The under-representation
of women among the creators of information
technology has serious consequences not only
for those women whose potential goes
unrealized but also for a society increasingly
shaped by that technology,” Margolis and
Fisher 5445
What “counts” as technology is “large
technological systems associated with
powerful institutions [while] women’s
everyday encounters with technology are
rarely recognized as such,” Faulkner 5441:F;
“Equality cannot be achieved unless the
underlying causes of inequality are tackled
directly, Negative images cannot simply be
dismissed and replaced with more positive
ones because the images women have of
engineering are not simply ‘misconceptions’,”
Henwood 122<
"If we want to get girls more interested in
science and technology we must move away
from purveying the 'space and techie'
stereotype that seems to appeal to boys and
bring ethics and the human context into the
science curriculum," Haste 5447
In recruitment efforts, post-secondary institutions need to consider how to attract young women
through a more realistic portrayal of what constitutes science and technological work. Further,
studies suggest that if schools and post-secondary institutions wish to draw more young women into
science and technology careers, they must emphasize the larger public issues and ethical
dimensions of science. According to a research report in England, girls are not as turned off by
science as is commonly believed but they are much more concerned than boys about ethical issues
surrounding the subject (Haste 2004). This is in line with studies suggesting that images of science

14
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and technology careers are not consistent with girls’ and women's interest in a more holistic view of
the world and in people-oriented careers. Post-secondary recruitment efforts must challenge
stereotypical images of science and technology work to counteract media and popular culture
stereotypes of science and technology that discourage young women from certain careers.
While it is true that many images of science and technology are based on stereotypes, other images
reflect reality. Many technology and scientific workplaces continue to be male dominated, and men
and women often do different work. Here, the issue concerns the prevailing culture of the workplace
itself. Whether or not young women choose science and technology occupations is shaped in part
by the extent to which these careers are seen as “something men do.” Young women see that
science and technology workplaces are dominated by men. If a young woman holds such images,
then these are the images on which she may build her sense of a possible “future self” (Packard et
al 1997; Eisenhart, Finkel & Marion 1996), and on which she may base her choice of an
educational path leading to science and technology occupations.
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Self Concept and Sense of “Future Self”
A further factor that affects whether young women choose to study in science and technology fields
is how they feel about themselves. This includes both their self esteem and the image they have of
their “future self” –the self they imagine they will become as an adult.
Research suggests that girls continue to see themselves as less capable in science and math than
boys; they doubt their own abilities and therefore are less likely to consider a career in science and
technology. This is part of what has been called the “learned helplessness” of girls, which may lead
to stereotypical career choices. A study in some Nova Scotia high schools (Hypatia 2000) reports
girls saying they cannot do science and technology because “you have to be really smart.” This
links to findings that girls are more likely to internalize their performance in science and math as a
failure: “It's my fault; I'm not smart enough.” Studies of female students who did not complete their
post-secondary science studies show those who switched out of science felt more discouraged and
suffered a greater loss of self-esteem than men in science courses, even though their grades were
the same as those of the men (Seymour 1995; Seymour & Hewitt 1997).
Another aspect of self-concept is constructed as people imagine themselves into the future.
Researchers have called this a sense of a “future oriented self which motivates our behaviour”
(Packard et al 1997). The argument in the case of young women and men is that they shape their
career decisions in part on the future self they imagine possible for themselves. For young women,
there is a link between images of technology and their images of their future selves. Research
suggests that young women consider a number of issues:
• whether being a scientist will have negative consequences in their relationships
with others
• whether they may end up as isolated professionals consumed by their work
• whether having a career in science and technology and having a family are
mutually exclusive
• whether to be successful in science and technology you have to follow patterns set
by men (Packard et al).
It is interesting to note how the question of balancing family and work arises among high school
girls, not boys; this pattern was first identified by Gaskell (1992). Canada is a country where
gender still makes a difference, socially and economically. This is fundamentally related to the way
unpaid labour continues to be organized in the household. In terms of unpaid labour, women still
perform more of the child care, elder care and domestic duties than do men (Colman 1998). This
unequal division of household labour underlies women’s greater likelihood to work part-time and to
take time out of the labour force. This reality impacts young women’s choices of careers.

15
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Voices of Researchers: Balancing family and career
“In all countries employment prospects for female
scientists are negatively affected by their need to
combine professional and home responsibilities,
Employers often assume that women's commitment
to science will be less sustained than that of male
colleagues particularly if they are married and have
families, This can have an effect not only on their
decision to hire women scientists but also on the type
of work to which women are assigned, Women's
employment and promotion opportunities are
frequently curtailed or hampered when they take
time out for childbearing and rearing,” Gender
Science and Technology Gateway
Studies in a post-secondary setting indicate that female students in science and technology programs are
very aware of the family-work balance issues, and studies suggest that those young women who decide to
stay with science and technology programs are students who have had some help in “negotiating” this
question of family-work balance. “Young women look to the lives of other women for evidence of other
possible selves”(Packard, Wai-Ling & Wong 1997:16). These might include peers, mentors, professors,
parents, and possibly work experience. According to the research of Packard, Wai-Ling and Wong,
mentors seem to “provide visions of possibility...that help women to negotiate clashes they were
experiencing.” It was not “simply either having a mentor or not having a mentor but rather the act of
negotiation [of images of future selves] that was helped by the mentors” (16). However, it is important to
note that this strategy is one that helps women “adjust” to an unequal family-work scenario. The
issue of unequal division of household labour requires strategies that lead to social change in the
underlying inequity.
Thus evidence suggests that young women, in considering their “future self,” are making choices about
careers using knowledge based in the reality of current social relations, not simply in stereotypes about
science and scientists. In the latter instance, education around beliefs systems can be effective. In the former,
changes need to occur in how family life and work life is organized and supported.
These findings help us understand some of the processes that lead to what has been called the “leaky
pipeline,” the syndrome of losing girls and women from science and technology at every stage in the
education and transition to work process. The findings have implications for both recruitment and
programming at the post-secondary level. It may be useful to construct opportunities for young women and
men to consider issues such as family-work balance. Interventions here might include opportunities for
students, both male and female, to talk about balancing work and family and to discuss their views and
intentions regarding domestic division of labour, as well as to learn about family-friendly workplace policies
that make it easier for both men and women to have satisfying careers. A critical analysis of gender
relations might help shift young women’s sense of the inevitability of their greater role within the household,
and might help young men recognize their responsibility to engage in an equal share of work within the
home if both men and women are to have equal opportunities for employment. We return to this in Section
E, Strategies for Action.
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2. What High School Girls Told Us about Choosing Science
and Technology
The Changing Lanes Research Team wondered about the extent to which issues identified in the
literature were present in the lives of young women in their final years of high school in Nova
Scotia. In May and June 2003, we conducted group interviews in six schools, both rural and
urban. Here we offer a brief summary of the high school findings. A fuller account, including many
quotes from the high school girls as well as suggestions for action, can be found in our recent
report, In the Picture: A Future with Women in Trades, Science and Technology, Volume One
(Hypatia 2004). Where these actions are relevant to the community college system, we have
included them in Section E of this report.
Many of the findings from our research with high school girls confirm what has been found through
research in other parts of Canada, the United State and Britain. From the young high school
women, we learned that they:
• feel “women can do the same things as men,” yet their current career aspirations fall
within a limited range
• have minimal knowledge of community college as a viable post-secondary option
• express a lack of knowledge about actual jobs and career possibilities
• learn about career possibilities from parents, community, television and school, and
are critical of what schools offer in terms of career awareness
• associate technology with computers, and computers with word processing and
web pages
• spend time thinking about how as women they will have to balance family and career
Current Career Aspirations
In the focus groups, the high school girls seemed close to unanimous in their view that men and
women could do the same kind of work. They did not feel they narrowed their personal views of
what was possible because they were female, even though they faced some of these views in people
around them (for example, a grandfather who wanted one student to stay at home and raise a
family, or in another instance, a concern that people in the local rural area seemed reluctant to use
a female veterinarian). They felt this thinking was old fashioned and stereotypical.
The range of opportunities and occupations the students mentioned was varied: medicine,
pediatrics, psychology, forensics, veterinarian, lawyer, child and youth studies, nursing, obstetrician,
commerce, sports medicine, pharmacy, political science, international development, biotechnology,
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pharmaceuticals, business, marine biologist, computers, radio technology, culinary arts, neurosurgery,
performing arts, restaurant owner, arts, architecture, criminology, eye doctor, engineering, biology, teacher,
researcher, dentist, neurosurgeon, child psychologist, tourism.
Yet the perception of breadth is deceiving. Most occupations were mentioned only once, a few twice. The
ones that appeared repeatedly were pharmacy (4), medicine (10), veterinarian (4), lawyer (5) and nursing
(4). Further, many occupations were described in broad terms, and the young women seemed uncertain of
the details of work available within various fields. In their selection of medicine, law, pharmacy and
veterinary science, they were choosing fields which are increasingly gender balanced. Further, within
medicine, they were choosing pediatrics and obstetrics (two areas which women typically enter more often),
and were not choosing the high status medical specialties. They did not seem to be considering moving into
computer science, physics, engineering or technical training programs in great numbers. So even though
they felt they could “do anything,” the options they seemed to be working within were for the most part
quite normal and traditional for current university-bound female high school graduates. They seemed to be
concerned that they knew about only a fraction of jobs and career possibilities.
Further, despite the fact that the high school girls felt any career was open to them, they knew there was a
gendered reality in the workplace, where some jobs were still male-dominated and where women perhaps
did not earn as much as men. They seemed to recognize this would present extra challenges for women.
Despite this beginning recognition of system barriers for women, they expressed unease regarding
affirmative action in hiring or admissions. This suggests the need for some educational work in schools
about gender and employment, and particular what is meant by employment equity and affirmative action
in hiring and in access to training.
Awareness of Community College as a Site for
Education and Training
Almost all the high school girls assumed that university was
where they were headed. In only two instances did the high
school girls mention choosing a community college postsecondary education option (culinary arts and radio technology).
In one instance, the students had been on a tour of the NSCC
Akerley campus. In the other instance, the high school had
developed an on-going relationship with the NSCC Kingstec
campus. The teachers toured the campus to become familiar with
the range of training opportunities, the students spent a day
there exploring a range of programs, and the teachers and
College Prep personnel had worked with the students to prepare
for and follow up on the trip. The students also experienced a
Trades & Technology Fair organized by their guidance counsellor
to help them learn more about technology and occupations.
There appears to be a lack of knowledge about NSCC among
high school students, and there persist stereotypical images of
what can be learned there. But the findings from the focus
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groups also show us that when schools and a particular NSCC campus work together educating
both teachers and students about possibilities, students end up having a broader sense of their
options.
The high school students knew that post-secondary education was costly. Some struggled with not
wanting to burden their parents with fees. Others knew their parents could not afford it at all. None
knew that NSCC fees made it more accessible to them than university.
Knowledge of Jobs and Careers in Science and Technology
This Nova Scotia research, like many others that have explored the issue of high school girls’
choices to pursue careers in science and technology, shows that many students have very sketchy
knowledge about the range of careers and training options in science and technology. Our focus
group discussions indicate four ways these female students learned about jobs and career
possibilities, each of which contributes to the limited knowledge base:
• from parents and friends, whose advice sometimes steers the girls away from science
and technology jobs
• from the kinds of work visible around them in their communities, a barrier in rural areas
of Nova Scotia, where there are fewer science and technology jobs. Much of the higher
level science and technology employment is located close to the major urban center of
Halifax, with some located in small towns such as Kentville, Truro and Antigonish. This
geographical distribution of science and technology jobs also limits the kinds of science
and technology work sites available either for job-shadowing or co-op arrangements for
high school girls in many parts of the province
• from television shows, which portray a narrow range of job possibilities and often
glamorize the ones they do portray. The high school girls’ thoughts of careers were
influenced by the shows they watched, primarily medical shows (e.g. ER), a forensic
show (CSI), and shows with lawyers
• from school, which the girls saw as lacking in several ways: inadequacy of information
available in high schools, shortcomings of career days, the stereotypes reinforced
through NSCC tours, and difficulties accessing guidance counsellors.
Perceptions of Technology
The high school girls we interviewed associated technology with computers, and associated
computers primarily with word processing. This echoes the findings of an earlier Hypatia study
(Hypatia 2000), where teachers did a survey on gender science and technology with Grade 9 and
10 students. The views of technology were primarily associated with computers. It seems vital to
broaden what students understand technology to mean.
The young women interviewed in the focus groups also characterized technology classes as boring,
easy, “the slack courses,” looked down on as “something that people with lower marks go into.”
This may be due to the tendency in schools to use the word technology to mean word-processing
only. If that is the case, then much work needs to be done in all subject areas to explore the extent
to which technology is associated with a range of occupations, from graphic design and
architecture, to forestry and archaeology.
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Images of a “Future Self”: Combining Family and Career
In every one of the six focus groups with the high school girls, there was some discussion about
combining family with careers. What was interesting was the extent to which they took for granted
that as women they were more likely to have to do more of the work around the home and caring
for children. This very much mirrors what Jane Gaskell (1992) found more than a decade ago with
female high school students in Vancouver. Recent studies in Nova Scotia about how men and
women share work around the home and how they share caring work (for children and for elders)
suggest there is still a gender imbalance in men’s and women’s share of domestic labour (Colman
1998). So, the young women interviewed in 2003 are not caught in a time warp. Rather, they are
commenting on what they continue to see around them.
Researchers around the globe point to the unequal division of labour in the household as one of the
most persistent barriers women face as they combine work and family. The young women
interviewed in the focus groups felt this inequity in household division of labour would likely make a
difference to them, but in only one instance did they indicate knowledge of how workplaces and
federal provincial regulations might support families who are trying to develop more equitable
division of labour (paternity leave was the one instance mentioned). This might suggest a high
school curriculum opportunity for both male and female students to learn about social provisions
such as work-site day care, flexible hours, shared work, family-friendly policies etc., as well as to
explore what they know and feel about division of labour in the household.
Many of the young women held an image of science careers as “all consuming” and some felt this
might make it difficult to have a family and a career. For some, this meant deciding to not have a
family, for others it meant not going into science, for others it meant determination to have both.
In the interviews it was clear the young women liked the opportunity to discuss the issues. And it is
clear that critical analysis of gender roles has a place in the school curriculum, both in discussing
the workplace and in discussing the balance of family and work life. It would seem to make sense
to continue to provide opportunities for such discussion in community college programs, where
many students are recent high school graduates, and to publicize campus initiatives that support
students struggling with this balance.
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SECTION C
INSTITUTIONAL AND INFRASTRUCTURE CHALLENGES
FOR GENDER SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
In our review of the literature, we identified a cluster of issues that constitute obstacles to women’s
access and retention in post-secondary science and technology programs, especially for re-entry
women and women marginalized by poverty and their rural location. Several institutional and
political processes have an impact on the extent to which women can be recruited into, and
retained in, science and technology education programs. Each provides challenges and
opportunities for increasing gender equity.
Challenges include inadequacy of income
support systems for women; lack of
availability of part-time studies; barriers in
access to computers, child care and
transportation; cutbacks in bridging
programs, and employment training support
funding. There are also challenges relating
to accountability for gender equity in many
governmental and quasi-governmental
organizations, as well as in businesses and
industries where women might either do
their college program work placements or
seek employment.
Many of these issues require action by
various levels of government, and might be
addressed by NSCC working in partnership
with Human Resources and Skills
Development Canada (HRSDC) and the
provincial Department of Community
Services (DCS).
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1. Social and Economic Support Systems for Women
A recent report in Nova Scotia, The Digital Divide (Women’s CED Network 2003), analyzed gender equity
issues for women seeking training in the Nova Scotia Community College system, particularly those seeking
jobs in science and technology. The report summarized findings from a project through which 20 women
were assisted in their entry into various science and technology programs at two NSCC campuses and
were supported through one year of their program. The women were in such programs as Electronics
Engineering and IT. The findings pinpoint material and infrastructure conditions curtailing the ability of
some women in Nova Scotia to access the training they need to enter into science and technology jobs.

Issues identified in The Digital Divide include:
• Institutional requirements to be registered full-time: the possibility of pursuing NSCC programs
part-time is especially important for re-entry women on low incomes who may need to continue
with part-time work to support their studies, and it is also of importance to women trying to
upgrade their credentials while raising a young family.
•

The need for bridging programs and pre-course math and science upgrading: for many
women, entry into technology and science programs at either college or university means the
need for upgrading, whether to complete high school or satisfy pre-requisites or become
familiar with computers. Through the 1980s and early 1990s, women’s centres and other
women’s equality-seeking organizations such as the Canadian Congress of Learning
Opportunities for Women (CCLOW) provided accessible programs which were particularly
crucial for rural women. These programs typically provided a range of services - skills training,
upgrading, counselling, life skills, job search techniques, and basic computer literacy. The
programs also provided key support services (child care, transportation, health benefits).
National and international evidence suggests these measures are vital, particularly for women
returning to the labour market and for those with disadvantages to reintegrate into the labour
market (Lochhead & Scott 2002; Rees 1998). Since the mid-1990s, however, many of these
organizations have had to close or reduce their programs and release experienced staff
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because of reduced federal/provincial funding (Day & Brodsky 1998). Recent
provincial, national and international reports urge the reestablishment of bridging
programs for women (Lord & Martell 2004). While such programs are helpful for all
women who need support in moving into training and labour market, they are
particularly crucial for women entering science and technology fields, because of their
traditionally male-dominated character and the history many women have of
undervaluing their own capacities in science and technology.

54

•

Difficulty accessing computers: this appears to be a consistent problem for re-entry and
low-income students at all program levels. Post-secondary institutions often expect
incoming students to already know how to use computers and have reliable access to
home computers with recent versions of software. Many educators assume that on-line
learning provides increased access to women in remote locations, yet studies of Internet
availability and the “digital divide” (Balka 1997, Birdsall 2000, Rideout 2000, 2003)
indicate that there remain many connectivity issues in rural Nova Scotia, which, coupled
with the low incomes of many women in rural areas and lack of local public training
opportunities, preclude ready access to computers.

•

Lack of affordable child care: the failure of the federal government to fully implement a
system of national child care and early education creates problems for many women,
but especially for rural women and women living on low incomes. In parts of rural Nova
Scotia, few licensed day cares exist, and for low income families, few subsidized spaces.

•

Transportation problems: many women in the Equality in Technology Project faced major
transportation problems because in rural areas public transportation is minimal and
many with low incomes do not have access to a car.

•

Funding issues: many re-entry women on low income rely on funding from agencies
such as HRSDC and DCS. The mechanisms for funding are complex and serve as a
major barrier. Post-secondary institutions work with these agencies, and often are
frustrated by the bureaucratic tangles within which women eligible for such funding are
caught. Examples here include regulations that limit funding for social assistance
recipients to full-time studies only, and the failure of funding calculations to include extra
costs often facing women in some technology and trades programs (e.g. costs of union
dues and safety gear for work placements). It is also the case that many women are
excluded from eligibility for income support from government programs (MacDougall
2003, Critoph 2002), yet live on such low incomes that they cannot consider entering
training programs.

•

Geographic disparities in provision exist because NSCC is only able to provide some
programs province-wide. Other programs are offered only in one or two specific
locations. For many women, especially reentry women, this alone precludes enrolment,
because, for many, it is difficult to leave their families and support systems and travel to
distant locations for study.
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Voices of Researchers: Barriers for women living
on low incomes
“A number of women associated with the project spoke
of the stress of finding and affording child care of
getting their children to and from child care of finding
backup childcare for the times when their primary system
broke down and of finding drop-in childcare for such
events as storm days when elementary schools closed but
their campus did not, These issues increase the stress and
anxiety of people already stressed and anxious about
returning to school,” Women’s CED Network 5446: 54
“Most of the NS Community College campuses are rurally
based with large catchment areas, Unfortunately public
transportation often consists of a bus with a limited
schedule that travels down the main highway, The rentry
women connected to the ET Project spoke of problems
with transportation, Just getting to a bus stop was often
a major barrier for one woman who lived in a centre off
the bus route, Bus schedules meant that another woman
spent 15 hours outside her home before beginning to do
homework housework and taking time for her children,
For yet another woman who did not own a computer it
meant she couldn’t return to school in the evening to use
a computer for assignments, Most did not own a car and
those who did could not afford repairs new tires or gas,”
Women’s CED Network: 54
“For the 14 women whose seats were funded [by DCS] it
made the difference between attending the College or
not…the difference between building a future or not, It
also must be pointed out that funded seats are only
available to people who are attached to a
‘system’…either EI or Community Services, Through this
project we met women who are living in poverty but
unconnected to these systems, For these women the
possibility of going to the College was remote as student
loans would not support a household,” Women’s CED
Network:12
Best practices in women’s bridging programs include
“guidance and counselling confidence building
developing direct links with labour market improving
knowledge of labour market information training in jobseeking child care family-friendly hours,” Rees 122F:1;F
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A Model Moving Women into Science and Technology Training
The challenge for post-secondary institutions wanting to foster gender equity in science, technology
and trades programs is that some barriers for women are social and economic. Post-secondary
institutions might point to the fact they cannot change many of these policies and practices. On the
other hand, post-secondary administrators and faculty members often sit on influential boards and
multi-sector councils where their voices could advance a gender equity agenda. Post-secondary
institutions need to explore avenues open to them to work in partnership with government and
community organizations to address these barriers.
An interesting initiative that demonstrates what might be possible in a collaboration between the
Nova Scotia Community College, women’s community learning organizations and government is
the Orientation to Trades and Technology initiative. Braundy (1994) reports on a model for an
Orientation to Trades and Technology (OTT) program, which was developed and implemented in
British Columbia, then Ontario, and more recently in Newfoundland (Braundy 1997) . The program
model includes skills training, labour market trends, fitness for OTT, occupational health and safety,
skills applicable to a range of trades and technical areas (e.g. processing technical information,
blueprint reading, basic measuring and layout, and work with various hand tools). The program
also includes workshops on human rights and equity legislations. The women are given tours of
construction sites, basic training in several trades (carpentry, welding etc.). In 1994, the BC
program designers argued these orientation programs “need to be implemented in every college in
the country, and recognized as feeder courses to the regular trades and technology training
programs” (Braundy 1994:111). They also argued that funding needs to be “more integrated into
college programming, to ensure staff is available for follow-up and support” (112) and there must
be reserved spaces for the women who graduate from these Orientation to Trades and Technology
programs. Any place where these programs have been implemented, statistics point to the success
of students in terms of both the numbers who actually do go on into Trades and Technology
programs and those who end up employed in these fields.

Voices of Researchers: OTT programs
“Because [in the Orientation to Trades and
Technology Program] they have had the
opportunity to climb the scaffolding work
with the men work in the grease the tools
the wiring in the forest with transistors
robots etc, the choice they make to enter
further technical training will be a committed
one,” Braundy 1227: 111
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2. Institutional Accountability Practices for
Gender Equity
Many research studies argue that gender accountability measures need to be
established in public institutions, in both government and educational sectors.
Monitoring is the only way to identify patterns of outputs. What is needed is
both solid data on women as well as outcome measures that assess the efficacy
of programs in meeting the needs of females, whether students or clients. The
data must be gender disaggregated to include statistics on particular groups of
women – rural women, First Nations women, African Canadian women,
immigrant women and women with disabilities. Without careful data collection
and complex analysis, there can be no measurement of the impact of policies
and programs on women. According to Rees (1998), a basic tool required for
gender equity is the collection of data such that one can measure outcomes by
gender. Failure to do so amounts to passive discrimination.

In Nova Scotia, rural policy analysts argue for stronger accountability for
universities, schools and colleges on retention and recruitment, using statistical
data that is well enough disaggregated to determine whether the institutions are
serving some populations better than others (Harley 2001). At the moment, such
gender disaggregated data is difficult to obtain, beyond statistics on the number
of women enrolled in particular programs.
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Further, gender sensitive strategies are not going to be attended to in any widespread way until
gender outcomes are specified in project outcome criteria. Many organizations and corporations
applying for funding are not going to implement gender-sensitive strategies unless a requirement for
it is built into the funding criteria. Gender equity in programming in a society where inequality is
shaped by gender, race and class differences requires more than a claim that the program is “open
to all.” Gender-sensitive strategies arise through examining the proposed activity, first asking what
structural barriers might impede women’s access, and second, designing and implementing
measures to remove or alleviate the barriers. To refuse to attend to structural barriers is to maintain
gender inequities.

Voices of Researchers: Accountability in
partnership agreements
“This research [Women in Technical Work in
Atlantic Canada] proves that if project policies
and agreements to construct mega-projects do
not allow for a gender-based analysis and
allocate training and employment
opportunities for women employers
alone…the construction and oil and gas
industry will not ensure a place for women,
Governments must recognize that when they
sign agreements for these projects without
ensuring training and employment guarantees
for women they are perpetuating the
discriminatory practices that have historically
kept women relegated to a few low-paying
low-status occupations–and women’s
disadvantaged position in society,”
Grzetic 122F
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3. Workplace Issues
Hiring
Researchers who study gender and
employment issues report that there
continue to be barriers to hiring women
in science and technology workplaces
(Armour & Associates 2002). Postsecondary institutions such as NSCC
already work closely with industry and
sector councils on both program content
and work placements. Within such
partnerships, post-secondary institutions
might show leadership in helping
workplaces prepare for increased
numbers of female employees – those
women who graduate from trades and
technology programs. In doing so, postsecondary institutions would benefit from
linkages with community-based organizations with demonstrated expertise in tackling the gendered
character of workplace culture.
Community organizations as well as post-secondary educational institutions need to engage in partnership
with local employers to address the reluctance of employers to hire women in traditionally male dominated
workplaces and to make the workplaces more amenable to women recruited into male-dominated fields.
Workplace Culture
Many projects exist across the country to demonstrate ways that workplaces can develop a culture that is
hospitable to women as they enter non-traditional occupations. For example, in Nova Scotia Madeleine
Comeau (1994) has worked with both fire departments and longshoremen. Such work begins with a
commitment by management to make the workplace more hospitable to women, in recognition of the fact
that equity requires not only recruitment but retention. The model developed by Comeau addresses three
questions: What are work relationships like right now? What needs to change? What skills are needed to
make these changes? Her process includes consultation with management, consultation with unions, focus
groups with a cross-section of staff and surveys. The process requires the tailoring of group sessions to the
specifics of the workplace, the presence of good facilitation, follow-up and a genuine commitment to listen
to the concerns of men. Comeau’s work in the 1990’s provides a model for partnership with employers
on workplace.
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Voices of Researchers: Workplace change
“The real challenge is to assist male employees to
challenge their attitudes and values about gender
to unlearn some deeply ingrained but outmoded
ways of thinking and to look for creative
approaches to attaining truly equal partnerships
between women and men in the workplace,”
Comeau 1227: F;
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Advancement for Women
In addition to hiring practices and workplace culture, workplace issues for
women include opportunities for women’s advancement. Strategies include
providing training incentives for currently employed women within their own
organizations, as well as opportunities to do in-company work placements as
part of on-the–job training so that when a position arises in a trades or
technology job, that woman can apply because she has gained the training
through her employer’s incentives (Bohnen and Klie 1994).
Recent studies report that significant barriers continue to affect the employment
of women in science, technology and trades. These include the perception that
hiring women in non-traditional occupations is a risk, that it involves using
different hiring standards and that women will leave the job to have children.
Women employed in trades and technology occupations mention concerns such
as a lack of diversity training especially related to employment equity; social
isolation; a lack of management and leadership on workplace diversity; sexual
harassment; and unfair expectations of women in the workplace (Canadian
Apprenticeship Forum 2004). Studies also report that to attract and retain
women, workplaces need to promote positive relations between male and
female employees; eliminate stereotypes of what constitutes men's and women's
roles; ensure that schedules and physical work environment are inclusive of
women; achieve a critical mass of women; provide opportunities for
advancement of women and reduce sources of workplace harassment and workfamily conflict (see Conference Board of Canada 2003).
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Voices of Researchers:
Workplace diversity
“The intentions of the
employer are of little
importance, What matters are
the results, If there are no
women employed by
businesses other than in the
offices there is a presumption
of systemic discrimination,
Such discrimination may be
caused by arbitrary hiring
criteria by requirements that
are not related to the job
itself by equipment that is
not adapted to women’s body
size and so on, In short
systemic discrimination is the
result of obstacles that deny
women access to the same
jobs pay and working
conditions as men,”
Braundy 122=: 67;
“Women do not need a hand
up or a hand out to succeed,
Women demonstrate on a
daily basis incredible
strength intelligence and
ingenuity while playing on an
uneven field, We need to
work to level the field and
make it more inviting for all
of the players, And all players
will benefit from increasing
the number and diversity of
women working in the fields
of science and technology,”
Women’s CED Network
5446:F
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SECTION D
CHANGING LANES RESEARCH WITH NOVA SCOTIA
COMMUNITY COLLEGE WOMEN STUDENTS

As we pursued our goal of developing a Resource Package with strategies for increasing the recruitment
and retention of female students in traditionally male-dominated trades, science and technology programs
at NSCC, we decided it would be important to examine the perceptions of some female students in those
programs. As described in Section A, our focus groups were conducted with women in traditionally maledominated programs and all would be considered mature students, many returning to college after time in
the labour market. The women were all in programs located in the Halifax Regional Municipality.
This section of our Resource Package summarizes the women’s experiences:
1. Looking Back on High School
2. Choosing a Community College Program and Being Admitted
3. Experiencing College Life
4. Gender Troubles
5. Managing Gender
6. Being Lesbian
7. Workplace Experiences
8. Complexities in Developing Institutional Strategies
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1. Looking Back on High School: Some Familiar Patterns
in the Findings
We asked the women to reflect on their high school years. Much of what they said echoes what is
known in the literature and some of what we found out when we interviewed the high school girls
about science and technology careers (see above Section B.2, and Hypatia 2004). For example, as
they looked back, the NSCC women identified stereotypes they had held about trades and
engineering. Some also identified their own stereotypes of science as “very hard” and “too
difficult.”
Positive Influences During High School Years
The NSCC women identified several factors from their teenage years that had had a positive
influence on their views of science and technology and on their sense of possibilities for themselves
in these fields.
• Some of the women talked about always liking science or of having had opportunities
as a child and adolescent to do lots of “tinkering,” or of having had competency with
computers early in their lives.
•

Most women mentioned positive influences of individuals, whether it was the
encouragement of parents and teachers or whether it was knowing someone who
served as a role model.

•

Several women who had already been in the labour force, some for many years,
described how work experience had influenced their choice to work in science and
technology fields.

Voices of Community College Women: Early
science and technology experiences
*Yeah I always enjoyed chemistry and geology
and lab work and stuff like that,
*I played a lot of video games when I was a kid
and…that helped me build a lot of logic
skills…When we got our first computer when I
was a teenager it came to me really easily and
I was kind of the house techy who ended up
fixing everything and then my neighbours and
uncles and aunts…asked me for computer help
all the time,
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Voices of Community College Women: Influence of
significant individuals
*My high school computer science teacher said
“You’re really good at this - you have a talent for
it,” So that made me think I guess I should do this
since I seem to be good at it,
*My mother was doing a degree while I was in
elementary school…I saw her doing a lot of
statistics and data analysis and she would talk to
me about it so the whole science end of things
didn’t seem like a weird thing to do,
Voices of Community College Women: Influence of
previous work experience
*I got a job at a company…which makes hard
drives, I was doing tech support basically on the
phone all day long…I decided I needed to do
something else, But I wanted to stay with
computers because I really liked it,
*After high school I went to work for a company
called Lifesavers and made bubblegum because the
money was good, But I found when I was there
that I loved it when we had the last shift at the end
of the week because that’s when we took all the
machines apart to clean them and I was so
interested in how they came apart and went
back together!

Negative Influences During High School Years
Nonetheless, as the women looked back on their earlier years, they also identified experiences that had
not been helpful. They were particularly critical of career advice, which was also identified as a concern
among high school students we interviewed in Nova Scotia (See Section B.2 above, or the full report, In
the Picture, Volume I, Hypatia 2004).
In particular, they spoke of:
• their own narrow and stereotyped knowledge of occupations, reinforced by high school tours
of NSCC that only showed them traditionally female occupations
• school personnel who oriented them to traditionally female occupations
• parents and school personnel who pressed for university rather than community college
technical or trades programs
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Voices of Community College Women: Being steered
to traditionally female occupations
*I think when you’re in high school for girls it’s just so
conditioned that you don’t really even think of going
into the sciences and going into engineering, It’s just
“Go the other way go into business go the safe
route,”
*I think I grew up in a traditional school for the time
and a guidance counsellor said not to take drafting
because there were just boys in the class, And he had
a definite push towards…nursing…but not towards
any of what seemed interesting, What Jacques
Cousteau was doing on television seemed a lot more
interesting than nursing,
*A lot of it has to do with acceptability, Peer pressure
makes you wonder what will men accept and what
won’t men accept, It takes a strong backbone to go
into a non-traditional field as a young female,
Voices of Community College Women: Negative
images of science and technology work
*I really had this expectation that you really have to
be the best or else you’re not going to make it, It’s
just the whole atmosphere that surrounds science and
engineering … you’ve got to be super smart or else
you just can’t hack it plus being a girl really made me
think well what are my chances,
*I think I’ve met women in engineering professions
who were determined and had to be a bit more
calloused and not feeling…I thought that if you have
to be that calloused to become an engineer then no
that wasn’t my interest because it wasn’t my
personality type, But I think as time has gone by I’ve
understood more of the process they’ve gone
through,
*But the culture of engineering…it stopped me short
just thinking [about it]…the really sexualized kind of
humour and hazing that [I heard] goes on in
university engineering departments…I just thought
there’s no way; I’m not putting myself through that!
It’s not worth it,
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Voices of Community College Women: Narrow views
of community colleges
*I had pretty good grades and so they totally steered
me to university science, I knew that NSCC existed
but I had a really poor understanding of what
actually happens…I went to a school in a pretty
wealthy area where everyone kind of looked down
their noses at the “trade school people”,,, and what I
saw [on a college tour] was hairdressing dental
assisting,
*I wasn’t aware of the different programs that
were offered, I guess I stereotyped community
college but that’s how everybody did when I was in
[home town],
*On tours they should show the whole diversity
because there’s so many courses that they offer,
That’s exactly what I didn’t know, For example I
never saw the CMC machine shop, That would’ve
been cool,

Their advice to schools was that career information had to start early and had to include more positive and
pro-active information about the Nova Scotia Community College system. Their advice to current high
school girls in Nova Scotia was to be determined and to not be afraid to be smart.
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Voices of Community College Women: Advice
to high school girls
“Start early”
*I think there’s not enough information at the
junior high school level, Seeds are planted at
the junior high school level,
*They do need to start in junior high even
younger because I found there wasn’t a whole
lot of seeing women actually in engineering
and once you get to high school that might
even be a little past the time that you form
those impressions,
*Just really focus on getting to the girls
young…If you don’t know what’s there you
can’t really plan towards that possibility,
“Be determined”
*All I have to say is don’t be intimidated by
men, That’s all I have to say, When I see a
woman doing something non-traditional I
think Way to go…don’t be intimidated just
go for it,
*My biggest thing is go there do your thing
don’t care what anybody else says,
“Don’t be afraid to be smart”
*As far as advice for girls coming up one thing
I would say is don’t be afraid to be good, I
think there’s a lot of pressure on girls to not
stick out and not outshine the guys and
basically not to be smart like it’s somehow
unattractive…It doesn’t stop you later on but
it sure makes things harder, So don’t be afraid
to be awesome,
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2. Choosing a Nova Scotia Community College
Program and Being Admitted
We asked the women how they came to choose their NSCC program and what
reactions they had from people as they made this choice. We also asked them
what sorts of experiences they had in the process of applying to NSCC.
In talking about choosing a technology training program at NSCC, the women
mentioned being influenced by a number of factors:
• NSCC’s reasonable tuition fees
• availability of their chosen program in the local area
• evidence of employment opportunities in their chosen field
• having their interest sparked by a triggering event in their community
Multiple Pathways to Entry
As they recounted their decision to apply to NSCC, the women’s stories reflected
something that seems typical for mature women entering trades and technology
programs: their decision was carefully thought out and their entry was
circuitous, involving multiple routes rather than direct choice from high school.

Voices of Community College
Women: Multiple routes
*I had worked in restaurants
and factories and I pumped
gas and I took accounting
courses and computer courses
and all that stuff and was
good at it but it didn’t really
interest me, I needed
something else,
*I made a big U turn in my
work, I’ve worked for 1; years
at a medical clinic getting to
know all about different
conditions treatments, I was
really immersed in that
atmosphere but it just wasn’t
challenging anymore…So I
talked to a career counsellor
and I did some testing just to
see where my strengths were
and they pointed me at
engineering,
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A Range of Reactions
There was some laughter as the women talked about the range of reactions to their choice of career.
Some met reactions of astonishment, being asked “Are you nuts?” or “Why are you doing this?”
Others had wholehearted support. One woman described the reaction of her daughter: “She was
coming up on sixteen when I started school. Last summer, I got the acceptance letter in July and she
was right excited for me. She called up all her friends and said “My mom’s going to school and
she’s going to be a technician!”... She was really proud of it and that made me feel really good.”
The NSCC Admissions Process
The women all spoke highly of their experience of the NSCC admissions process. The kinds of
behaviours they found positive included:
•
•
•
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staff who expressed pleasure that women were coming to the program
staff and faculty who took the time to show them the kinds of math/science they would
need to be successful in the program
staff and faculty willing to waive requirements for high school physics or Grade 12 math
on the basis of prior work experience
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Voices of Community College Women: Admissions
process
*It worked out really well because I had been working
as a computer programmer for a few years, When I
talked to the department head I was pretty assertive
about it, I said “Look I know I don’t have the entrance
requirements but I really want to do this so here’s
why you should let me,” I talked about the experience I
had and why I thought I’d do well in the program
anyway, And they were really receptive to that so I
really appreciated that,
*I would say the college was helpful, In my time of
looking for an institution coming back [to study] the
most remarkable welcoming was from the community
college… People I came into contact with through my
enquiries were most encouraging,
*When I reached my decision that that was the
program I was going to take my only glitch was that I
didn’t have the Grade 15 math but I wasn’t going to be
discouraged by that…So I made an appointment with
the department head and he was very encouraging,
And he said “Come on I’ll take you up to meet the
math instructor and he’ll tell you what kind of math
you’ll be doing and you can determine if you’re going
to be able to do the math or not,” [The math teacher]
dropped this big thick math book like this on his desk
Boom! And he started flipping through all the
chapters telling me what was in this math book
saying “This is what we’re going to do can you do
that?”,,,And he said “We’re really trying to encourage
more women and to draw more women in here” and
he was really excited to see that there was a woman
taking an interest in the course,
*The department head and the teachers were very
supportive especially of women coming in…they’re
really trying to boost enrolment,
The women did note one contradiction in this encouraging of women to enter non-traditional programs. They
said it was ironic to be encouraged, and then to later find out that some of the non-traditional programs
were known to be “hard” on women.
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Voices of Community College Women: A
contradiction
And I know one of the teachers said “It’s kind
of like being thrown to the sharks for a
woman to go into that program” which was
kind of weird, I was thinking back to the
department head there…with the “go
electrical go electrical!” He was really trying
to push that, He’d like to see more women
there yeah, But it was kind of funny though
hearing like later in the year they’re saying
“Oh the poor woman’s gone into that
[laughs]!” [And I wanted to say] “Oh really!
That’s not what you said a couple of
months ago,”

It is important to reiterate here that the women interviewed for the Changing Lanes research were
all urban. None faced barriers of poverty and rural isolation, and none faced racism or other
cultural barriers in their decision to apply for admission to NSCC. Thus the women’s voices here tell
us only a portion of the admissions story. Different stories would have been told if African Nova
Scotian or First Nations women had been part of this research. Further, none of the women in the
focus groups was dependent on government funding to support their studies either through EI
eligibility under Human Resources and Skills Development Canada (HRSDC) or through the
provincial Department of Community Services (DCS). Barriers to training faced by low-income
women have been reported in other recent studies n Nova Scotia. For example, we described
above (Section C.1) what The Digital Divide report had to say about the challenges and
complexities of College admission when women on EI or social assistance require funding from
either DCS or HRSDC to pursue their studies. It is important to remember that the students in our
focus groups represent only a slice of women’s experiences with NSCC.
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3. Experiencing NSCC Life
All the women in the focus groups were very positive about their choice of program and were able to
articulate both what was positive and what was challenging.
Challenges
The women in this urban setting faced only a few general program challenges, primarily associated with
the intense workload, the need to brush up on rusty skills and the time required to attend to family
responsibilities.
When they talked about how intense the work was in their programs, they told us it was crucial to keep up
with assignments, the program workload was very intense, they regularly had to work late nights and there
were moments when they felt like quitting.

Voices of Community College Women: Coursework
intensity
*By the end of the course I was there until midnight
every night, So the biggest piece of advice I can give
to students is don’t fall behind,
*I knew what I was in for but it didn’t hit me until I
was actually in it; until I was actually there until
quarter after two on Friday nights,
*Sometimes you feel like you’re going to throw in the
towel, One night I was talking to my daughter she’s
thirteen, I said “That’s it this is not working out, I
don’t have a grasp on the subject, I’m going to
change I’m going to change programs,” And she
screamed “What?! We’re not going through this
again! Not two more years!” [laughs] She said “I
think you better try harder,”
*It’s a very intense course and many days I have gone
home after a particularly rough day and said [sigh]
I’m not going back, What was I thinking? Was I out
of my mind? I mean I’m in over my head, I can’t do
this, And I’d just go home and do homework and go
back the next day,

The second general challenge they told us about was that they had to use extra time to polish rusty skills or
to acquire ease with unfamiliar technology, or to learn concepts with which other more recent high school
graduates seemed familiar.
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Voices of Community College
Women: Rusty skills
*I was good in math twentyseven years ago but since
then they’ve invented all
kinds of new stuff…math that
I had never seen before,
*A lot has happened in the
past couple of decades so you
don’t catch on as quickly, It’s
not fresh in the memory,
*I just work harder on it put
extra time in it, I was just so
determined, My biggest
challenge in math class…was
learning how to operate a
calculator,,,I didn’t know what
half those buttons on a
calculator were, So that was
something I had to do in my
spare time that a lot of those
fellows didn’t have to do
because they’d been using
them all the way through
high school,
*Whenever there were
sections that had physics or
chemistry thrown into our
electricity stuff I had trouble
because I had never had any
physics or chemistry in high
school, I took biology one
year flunked it badly and I
left science…My brother who
had done some upgrading had
a physics textbook that he
loaned me so there was extra
on top of my homework
studying this physics text
book trying to catch on to
the physics part of the
electricity, And the chemistry
stuff too…I asked my
daughter about the
chemistry stuff,
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The third challenge, mentioned only by a couple of women, was the effort
involved in maintaining family commitments while attending College. Struggles
with family-school balance were not as pronounced as those of the women
described in The Digital Divide, because most of the women in our study either
had no children or had children who were older (in fact children as a support
emerged in two women’s accounts).

Voices of Community College
Women: Family-school balance
*I think I took into
consideration the challenges of
being a parent and the balance
of trying to find time to do
studies and just changing gears
from going from working to
education, You know you
don’t have your evenings free
[laughs], In that way I felt as
though my challenges were
different than other people,,, I
knew that some of the young
men were working part time
jobs and sometimes they had
to miss classes because of part
time jobs so indeed that would
put an additional challenge for
them,
*I sat down and had a talk with
my daughter about it and said
“You know I’m going to be
really busy with school and
you’re old enough now and
some nights you might have to
get your own meals and some
nights I may not be able to talk
to you,” So she was kind of
ready for it and she went along
with it pretty well, She was
very adjusted to it and some
nights I’d come home and she
would have supper ready for
me and yeah she’d have a
fresh pot of coffee,
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Part of family-school balance is the extent to which a woman receives support from her family. One
woman said about her daughter, “She was very supportive and very encouraging and very helpful
through the whole year and if I came home and had a really bad day she would know, instantly.
We’re pretty close, her and I so if I came in and I looked like there was a big storm cloud over my
head she would just go into her room and play music and come out about an hour later, “Are
things okay now, Mom?” She’s very intuitive that way so she was really helpful through the
whole year.”
Finally, while not a challenge per se, the students expressed a desire to have female faculty teaching
in their programs. They seemed to suggest it would enhance their experiences and lessen their sense
of isolation in their chosen field.

Voices of Community College Women: The
need for more female faculty
*I found the level of support from the faculty
has been good although it’s pretty
disappointing that there’s no female faculty in
my whole – no there’s one female faculty
member in my department,,,Mechanical and
Drafting and then there’s a sort of roving
instructor who teaches Communications across
a lot of departments but she’s the English
teacher you know what I mean?And so I never
studied with [her], I had one female instructor
and she was my Communications teacher so
that was kind of disappointing,
*I think it would help a lot if there were more
female faculty members and female faculty
members who worked in engineering, The way
it is now [there is one female faculty
member]…and she’s been really helpful to me
but it’s also discouraging in a way to see that
there’s one woman in this whole faculty and
she’s not an engineer, And that encourages not
just me but the guys in the program to see
women’s roles in traditional ways, So [we
need] more female faculty,
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Unlike women whose NSCC experiences were described in The Digital Divide (see Section C.1 above)
finances generally were not a major barrier, nor was transportation, child care or access to computers. The
issues of poverty and rurality documented in other recent research were not in evidence in the Changing
Lanes focus groups. Nonetheless, research reported in The Digital Divide suggests that finances,
transportation, child care and access to computers are serious barriers for some re-entry women. Gender
and class are deeply intertwined factors.
Supportive Faculty Behaviours
The women described two ways NSCC faculty members helped them have highly positive college
experiences.
• They told us how much it helped their learning when faculty members linked the teaching to the
life experiences of the students.
• They told us how much they valued the support and encouragement they received from faculty.
Much of this support was informal.

Voices of Community College Women: Supportive
faculty behaviours
*The instructor would include examples of women
working in the field in his stories and he always tried
to tie things in with a practical application at the end
of the lectures, He would choose a story perhaps that
would be interesting to you if he knew your interests,
He would say “You young fellas just listen a little bit
to what I say because I want to tell the older
students this,”
*[A faculty member would say] “You did really well
on that, I notice you’re getting more comfortable in
the lab with this,” Just those little bits of
encouragement really give you the boost that keeps
your spirits up…It’s really really helpful to have that
kind of support from the teachers, You know they’re
kind of pulling for you they’re in your corner,

A key finding from the focus group interviews was how complex this issue of informal support was for the
women. They valued the support, for it meant a great deal to their sense of competence and success. Yet
they found it awkward when they were singled out as women in these male-dominated programs. So they
preferred the support to be informal, and generally found that the faculty did not make a big deal in any
public way about the fact they were women. Informal support was especially helpful if it came from female
faculty, but because there were often no female faculty members in the traditionally male programs, there
were few opportunities to receive support from female faculty.
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Voices of Community College Women: Being
supportive of female students in male-dominated
programs
*But it’s not like “How is it being the only woman in
the class?” It’s just like “How are you?” Just basic
friendliness, And it’s good, But if they say “Well how
is it being the only woman?” then you’re being
singled out,
*Like other people have mentioned I found the
faculty for the most part really supportive and one
thing that I found they didn’t do was make a big deal
of the fact that there was a girl in the room, I was
already feeling like I stuck out pretty bad,
*But one thing I found really helpful was that the one
female teacher I had the whole entire time I was
there came and sat with me at lunch one day and
just started chatting about how it was going, She said
things like “What’s it like for you? I know it’s pretty
weird that you’re the only woman in your program
and I’m the only woman in my faculty and how’s it
you know how is that?” And she said “I know it can
be really hard and here’s a little bit about me and if
you ever have any trouble you know feel free to
come talk to me,” And that was a good balance
because it didn’t single me out in front of the class it
didn’t put me on the spot and but it also kind of left
the door open like if you ever need a hand with
something just let me know, And also just hey
somebody else has had this experience who knows
what you’re going through, “I notice that this is
maybe hard for you,” So that was kind of cool, She
talked a lot about working in an office full of guys,
Women are isolated in non-traditional programs, yet often do not have time to go to special networking
opportunities or to information sessions specifically for female students in non-traditional programs. Also,
as noted above, they expressed ambivalence about being singled out as women. On the other hand, they
did value being connected with other female students and felt there might be initiatives to foster more
opportunities for connection among women in the various male dominated programs. For example, they
described with enthusiasm a couple of curricular initiatives involving students working on a project across
program groups. And they wondered whether having a women’s athletics program might be good. The
students in the focus groups did not seem to feel that Women in Trades and Technology (WITT) was a
helpful organization for them.
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Voices of Community College Women: Support
through WITT
*About every three weeks there’s an outside group
WITT – Women in Trades and Technology [that
meets at the campus] but it’s kind of a little note on
the board or a little blip to your email,,,I went to one,
It seemed to be very much more the Trades so when
I said Technology [their response was] “Oh well
you’ll be fine, You’ll make good money,”
*I tried to make contact with them and found that
they were really hard to get a hold of and their
meetings kept getting moved and postponed and
stuff…,And they just seemed to be focusing more on
like women crane-operators and things like that,
They assumed if you were doing something with
technology that you had no problems,

4. Gender Troubles
Generally, the women in both focus groups felt the NSCC “treated everyone the same” and they considered
this to be a good thing. They also said their experiences were no different from those of the men. Yet at the
same time they recounted many stories that provided evidence of the effort they put into dealing with
gender inequities, from jokes, to leering, to hostility. Thus, their narratives demonstrate an unequal
environment. Their stories show that being the sole woman can carry burdens. These female students seem
to regard NSCC practices as equal for men and women, yet they experience levels of discomfort and
frustration in the ways gender inequities surface in the daily life at NSCC, whether in classrooms, hallways
or computer labs. Much of their talk focused on the ways they “managed” these gendered moments.
Overall in this section, we show many gendered practices, behaviours and attitudes in pre-dominantly male
programs. We want to stress that these behaviours do not occur everywhere in NSCC programs, nor are
they experienced by all students. But these women did indeed have these experiences, and their
experiences point to practices and behaviours that undermine the NSCC’s desire to provide an hospitable
and supportive learning environment for all its students.
Awareness of Being One of Only a Few Women
The first broad gender theme that surfaced in the focus groups was the stark awareness of being one of
only a few women (or sometimes the only woman) in a program, with accompanying feelings of isolation,
reinforced by unthinking comments of people who encountered them in the hallways near their program
area. As the women shared these stories with women whom they had not met before, there was laughter as
they recognized the shared experiences.
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Voices of Community College Women: Being the
only woman
*It’s definitely something you can’t really forget
about because you’re walking through the hall and
it’s all guys going past you, You might see a woman
over in the corner there a couple over there and
well if you’re down by the dental wing that’s where
all the women seem to be, If a woman drops out you
start to feel like an endangered species [laughs],
*One advantage of the gender imbalance is that I get
the bathroom all to myself down in the [program]
wing [laughter], Every once in a while if I run into
another woman it’s really weird, She’ll just smile or
say “Hi,” That’s kind of nice because maybe no one’s
talked to you all day,
*My first day at school actually they assigned
lockers…in blocks based on the courses you’re in so
all the people [in my program] have their lockers
together, So I went over to the locker and somebody
came and asked me “Are you in the right
place?”[Laughter] “Did somebody assign this to you?
Are you sure?” … So you can see how unusual it is
for women to be at that little corner there, It’s like
you’re out of place [laughs], There’s a lot of that, Not
so much with the teachers but from the general
population, It’s very very non-traditional,”
Male Faculty Bonding with Male Students
When faculty and students come together in a year-long program, they form relationships in particular
ways, through the sharing of stories and jokes. In those cases where female students were one of only a
couple of women in a program, where they had predominantly or exclusively male instructors, they
witnessed forms of “male bonding” that led them to feel excluded. Sometimes they only experienced this at
the beginning of the program, where everyone was adjusting to having a female in the class. But other
times, the forms of “bonding” bordered on gender harassment. The women described such instances vividly
and pointed to the consequences of the faculty behaviour for general attitudes in the classroom. In
programs where there was more equal gender balance, this bonding practice did not seem to occur.
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Voices of Community College Women: Faculty
bonding with male students
*I had one instructor his way of bonding with the
students was to make gay jokes or jokes about
knocking off his wife to get a newer younger one,
And every once in a while he’d say “Oh but I’m not
discriminating you know,” (A second student in the
focus group interjects “What the hell was it then?”)
*It’s the teachers bonding with the male students and
it’s almost like the female students are stereotyped to
be quiet and shy and you know really scared kind of
timid not ask questions…But it’s mostly the men
joking around with the teachers and then all of
sudden you’re left out in the cold and you’re thinking
am I even going to get a credit for this course? Do I
have to make up jokes do I have to be someone who
I’m not to do well in this course because that’s not
how I want to do it, But after the first couple of
months it was fine, It started warming up a bit and
everybody got to know each other’s name and got
hanging out and it was a bit better,
Resentment and Misunderstanding of Affirmative Action and Equity
Studies on equity in organizations, whether post-secondary institutions or workplaces, point to the
misunderstandings many students, employers and employees have about the notion of affirmative action for
any designated underrepresented groups. The
NSCC classroom seems to be no exception.
The women described some male students’
attitudes towards women’s presence,
attributing it to special policies that admitted
the women and excluded well-qualified (white)
males. When we discuss possible interventions
in Section E, we will explore ways NSCC and
other post secondary institutions might enable
all students to develop an analysis that helps
them understand equity and affirmative action,
not just in education, but also in employment.
The attitudes about affirmative action are
one reason female students in male dominated
programs do not want attention drawn
to them.
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Voices of Community College Women: Attitudes
towards equity policies
*[The attitudes seem to be] “A girl can’t possibly get
into this unless she has a scholarship or unless the
teachers are giving her special treatment,” That’s why
I think the best thing the faculty could do is not give
any special favouritism at all and just treat everybody
across the board the same because then that can’t be
an argument used against you later on,
*Something that I found made my life more difficult
was the perception that there’s all this employment
equity stuff and Affirmative Action going on that’s
giving women such a great break, You know I’d love
to see the results of that great break, I haven’t gotten
any of them! I used to get comments about this over
and over because I was on scholarship and the guys
would say “Oh yeah you got that because you’re a
girl,” Actually no!! There are a couple of
scholarships…Out of maybe a hundred that are
offered there might be two that are reserved for
women, There’s this huge perception that it’s
basically so easy for women and that white men are
shut out and basically being discriminated against
and I say to them “Well [laughs] if that was true I
wouldn’t be the only one in the room would I?”
Resentment of Smart Female Students
The women in the focus groups described male students’ comments suggesting some of them were disturbed
by the challenges to gender stereotypes displayed by women’s competence in these technical and
traditionally male-dominated fields.
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Voices of Community College Women: Encountering
resistance
*It was totally gendered because what happened was
that I really enjoyed what I was doing and had some
experience that was sort of related, Also…because I
like it I like to work really hard at it and these guys
did not appreciate being shown up by a girl, That was
not okay, And I was getting better grades than they
were and I was answering questions in class and that
wasn’t cool, So although I got a really good level of
support from the faculty I did encounter a lot of
hostility from the students – some more than others
– but the best case scenario was indifference, That
was a good scenario,
*One day I was walking down the hall some of the
plumbers were saying “You’re taking Electronics, You
shouldn’t take that!” They said “You’re going to be
smarter than your husband!”

Relations with Other Females in the Program
The women in the focus groups described two patterns in their relations with other women in their
programs. Sometimes, where there was more than one woman in a program, they formed close friendships
and support systems. But in other instances, the male students played the female students off against one
another. In one case, one female student avoided association with the other. The focus group women
wondered whether a subtle form of homophobia was operating, as one of the two was a lesbian and did
not conform to traditional norms of “femininity.” They thought an irrational fear that women in trade and
technology programs are lesbians might be playing itself out. Thus women who very much appreciate
support and connection with other women in their isolated circumstances had to deal with currents that
undermined potential for support.
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Voices of Community College Women: Other women
students
One thing that I found gave me trouble was there was
another woman in my class at the very beginning of the
year, I found it really tricky because she was really trying to
distance herself from me, There was this I-don’t-want-to-beassociated-with-the-other-woman [attitude]…[When you]
bring women together in non-traditional fields[there’s
maybe the worry that if the women hang out
together]…it’s going to seem like we can’t handle it…I
didn’t really know her very well but I was pretty out in my
class as a lesbian, I’m not real in-your-face about it but
everybody knew, And she was very kind of stereotypically
straight-looking and acting but I didn’t dress up and wear
skirts to school, I went in my ball cap and my sweats,
*The guys would treat us different…babying her…just kind
of playing us off each other and so I think she really felt like
if she associated herself with me she was going to get the
shit that I was getting and so we were divided,
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Forms of Gender and Sexual Harassment
Central to the learning environment is the overall climate of respect and safety
felt by students in an institution. The focus group women shared a number of
stories of behaviours that reflected forms of gender and sexual harassment.
Some experiences can be categorized as general climate issues or gender
harassment issues, where certain talk and actions create an uncomfortable
climate for women. Other repeated and unwanted behaviours come closer to
what could be considered sexual harassment, where women are objectified and
treated as sexual prey. As indicated in other parts of the report, it is important
to note that these are not experiences felt by all students in all programs, but
rather are examples of the kinds of experiences some female students may
encounter, associated with particular areas of the campus or associated with the
culture of particular programs.
The women told us that:
• in certain section of the building, the climate in hallways is like a
gauntlet for women
• it is not unusual to log on to a computer in the lab and discover the
previous person has been logged on to a porn site
• in certain programs, a program culture exists that is hostile
to women
• in some classrooms, there are incidences of persistent and obvious
leering behaviours towards the younger female students, yet no
faculty intervention to stop it
• it seemed to be the younger men who engaged in more leering and
openly sexual attention
• the women’s own reactions to this were tempered by their age; they
felt that if they had been younger, they would have been more
adversely affected
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Voices of Community College Women: Climate in the
hallways and labs
*This past term there were ten guys taking [a
particular program], And for a week it was just study
classes and the teacher would let them out early and
they would huddle around our classroom and look in
at the young girls and try to talk to them,
*One wing of the campus is Dental Assisting
Pharmacy Culinary Arts, We happened to have one
class in that wing,,,And it was gross…really pathetic!
When class would let out the guys would engage in
long conversations in the hallway, It was this
gauntlet of men lined up down the halls, And the
Dental Assisting women or whatever would have to
walk through this!
*And you get “hit on” at the college which is a weird
feeling especially if it’s somebody from high school
[laughter], I’m married and 65 and they’ll walk along
and grab your hand and kiss the back of your hand
and [I end up] feeling weirded out that whole rest of
the day,

Voices of Community College Women: Program
culture
*I know our class has shared classes with the [a
particular program] and they kind of refer to them in
general as “goons,”
*It’s a different culture it’s a completely different
atmosphere and even some of the teachers have said
it’s very rough for a female to go into [that
program],
*I know one of the teachers said that you know it’s
kind of like being thrown to the sharks for a woman
to go into that program,
*There are certain programs, I was talking with
[faculty member’s name] and she said for some
programs it’s a living hell for any woman who goes
into it because there’s so much of this macho male
“What’s this girl doing in here?” There’s a lot of that,
*Automotive is bad, One of our projects was to go
around the school and interview people from
different programs, So we interviewed one of the
girls well the girl in the Automotive program and she
was kind of in the same situation you were where she
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had to try twice as hard to prove [herself]…A guy
can just do a good job and that’s enough but a girl
has to try twice as hard to not only be as good as a
guy but be better and be able to prove that I’m
better because I’m better not because someone’s
given me better treatment,
*And it’s most surprising to open up a computer and
find adult files or adult content files on the computer
from the person who logged off before you,
…Goodness gracious me! Do that at home not in a
public place!

Voices of Community College Women: Leering
I sit in my corner in this big classroom…and I have
the whole view of the classroom and it’s pathetic,
You know there’s two girls two tables up from
me…and there’s guy sitting at the next table [and he
spends] the whole class staring up and down at them
like this…And I say to the two girls “Do you realize
what he’s doing?”…He looked at me one day and he
sized me up and I said “What are you looking at?” I
had to say it to him because he was just getting on
my nerves, And I couldn’t believe I said it but I had to
say it because it disgusted me so much, It’s just I
hate that, And especially when I see it and even tell
them about it but they don’t do anything, When I
know he’s looking at you like that I just can’t take
that at all…Everybody pretty much knows him by
now what he’s like but I mean there’s still no excuse,
*But other than him the guys in the class are perfect
they’re great and they’re like your best friends and
they’re there you know if you need help they’re
there they’re your best friends your brother that’s
what it’s like, But I can’t handle it when there’s a guy
like that, But I don’t know if what the education is
on that or like the sexual harassment I don’t know
what that’s all about,
The women in the focus groups described complexities in the incidence and patterns in such behaviours.
One woman said it was “the luck of the draw”, that some women were in “quite macho” programs
whereas others were in programs where the men “didn’t have issues.” The women felt these differences
might be dependent on the particular program or a particular year, and might also be related to the age
and maturity of the men.
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A number of comments were made about age differences. In some instances, the women attributed cliquish
and boorish behaviours to the immaturity of the young men: “Some of that is the insensitivity of the age,
and if you’re concerned about peer pressure [as a young woman] that is something that I think young
women would find hard. “
The age issue is interesting. When the focus group women talked about their prior work experience, some
women said it was the older men who had trouble with women on the job, while the younger ones were
very accepting. At the same time, other women, again speaking of workplace experiences, said they had
worked in a professional lab, where the older men were “really great.” In their college program, it seemed
to be the younger students who acted in the most sexist and hostile ways, although in some (more
professional) programs this was not the case. Thus, the issue of gender and sexual harassment and sexism
in educational institutions is complex and bound up in age, social class and masculinity in intricate ways.

Voices of Community College Women:
Maturity helps
*I’m older - they’re young enough to be my kids
[laughs], The dynamics are different, And then the
men in our program there are about seven of us
adults older adults it feels like we’re all in the same
boat, We’re coming back to try and get a trade to go
out there and to get a job and…I never experienced
ill treatment from the men in our age group, The
younger men have been a little bit snarky from time
to time,
*Going in there at the age of 1F I would have been
very intimidated though [now for me at my age]
maybe some more outspoken individuals could’ve
been a lot more discreet in their behaviour, I was
very very surprised by the behaviour of some of the
young men in the program,

Overall, the sexist and sexually harassing behaviours are in evidence unevenly through any given campus,
mitigated by age, program and physical setting. In certain programs these behaviour patterns were more
visible than in others. For example, in programs with a more substantial proportion of women (30%), the
women did not notice such sexist behaviours. Thus, it would be wrong to make any broad claims about a
hostile climate. However, it is clear there are instances where the climate is such that female students
experience discomfort and have to put energy into avoiding it, making a joke about it, staying away from
certain areas of the campus. No student should have to use their energies in this way.
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5. Managing Gender
We use the phrase “managing gender” to point to the energies women exert to keep the various “gender
troubles” described above from interfering in their daily campus life. Some strategies are personal and
others require institutional support, through implementation of gender and sexual harassment policies or
policies regarding discrimination.
Personal Survival Strategies
The women described a number of strategies they employed to deal with derogatory or stereotyping
behaviours and comments. These are all strategies women in non-traditional employment and training have
noted as necessary for survival. These included:
• avoiding certain locations in building
• knowing when to brush it off and when to react
• learning to give a good comeback that makes the point
• having a sense of humour
• gaining respect by hanging in and doing good work

Voices of Community College Women: Strategies for
managing gender relations
*My personality is that I let a lot of stuff roll off me
and I don’t pay attention…I’ve learned how to be like
that…[But] if it was directed at me or if they were
directing it at someone close to me like another
woman I might say something,
*What do you even say?? You’ve got to have a good
sense of humour too,
*You have to just brush it off,
*I find it’s helped me feel better if I can have a sense
of humour about things and laugh at the people who
were putting me down, But it also helps me
communicate with other people if I can come up with
a comeback that doesn’t make them have to retreat
with their tail between their legs and maybe even
makes them laugh, And even if it doesn’t make them
laugh maybe makes the other guys in the room
laugh and then you know and this one guy shuts up,
*This was when that men’s golf tournament was
going on and that woman [Annika Sorenstam] was in
the golf tournament they were all complaining about
that and one of the guys turns to me and he says
“Women just shouldn’t be in the PGA!” And I say
“Yeah you’re talking to the wrong person if you want
females to just stay barefoot and pregnant in the
kitchen all the time,” And they all kind of laughed
about it and then it was done…It didn’t make him
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feel really stupid, It was just kind of like oh ha ha I
never thought of that you know what I mean and
then it was fine, So I think knowing how to make a
good comeback is essential to surviving,
*I think we gain their respect just by the fact that we
stayed there for the whole year and that we did well,
I think they changed their attitude you know,

Such strategies help women cope with some of the more straightforward sexism and stereotyping. But these
strategies place on the female students the burden of “coping with” or “handling” men’s sexism; it uses up
their time and energy. Further, the more problematic harassing behaviours require institutional
interventions, either through faculty action or through such mechanisms as sexual harassment policies.
Institutional Interventions
The women related no examples of faculty members intervening in any of the troublesome behaviours, nor
did the students approach faculty about it. Further, although the women were aware of NSCC’s sexual
harassment policy, they expressed uncertainty about what would count as sexual harassment, and to what
extent forms of gender harassment might also warrant intervention.
The students in the focus groups felt the importance of the policy was diminished in two ways: by the
process of delivery and by some students’ dismissive and hostile attitudes. The women said that in their
experience information on the policy was presented to incoming students by women from Student Services
at the beginning of the year, often without the faculty present. The women in the focus groups felt this
allowed many to ignore it (including the faculty members). They felt it would be better to have explanations
and expectations around the policy built into classroom practices at the beginning of the year, with
instructors including policy principles in agreements about the overall set of relationships expected in the
classroom (how we will interact and respect one another). If the faculty member has established respectful
relationships as formal and valued, then s/he will be more likely to attend to it, and the students more likely
to take it seriously.
Another suggestion from the focus group women was to
plan some gender analysis activities in courses such as
ethics or communications, and to place these activities early
in the program. The women in the focus groups felt the
policy would be more effective if education about it were
built into coursework, with faculty members showing they
take it seriously by treating respect for others (race, gender)
as integral to classroom relations.
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Voices of Community College Women: The sexual
harassment policy
*They give us the pamphlets but I don’t know,
Sometimes it seems like it’s explained on a piece of
paper but what is it exactly? How do you know
when you’re actually being sexually harassed?
*I find a lot of people just don’t know what to do and
maybe they don’t have the nerve to say anything,
*I know in our program there was a time both years
on the first day when they introduce all those topics
and they do talk about discrimination and
harassment …What I found was that there was a lot
of hostility towards even talking about [harassment],
It was “Oh here we go again this boring old
stuff…this special rights for women stuff this
feminist stuff,” It was a very dismissive attitude [an
attitude] of “I don’t have to pay attention to this” or
“You’re wasting my time”… I think it has to do with
how it’s presented, Who comes in and presents it –
Student Services all women right? And then your
male instructor comes back and it’s gone it’s
disappeared it’s no longer part of your curriculum
and it doesn’t come up in class, It doesn’t come up in
the program, It’s not integrated into anything else
and plus I’ve heard faculty members take it pretty
lightly and they won’t come right out and say it’s
stupid or it’s bogus but they don’t really take it all
that seriously either,
*If there was a time to talk about that it’d probably
be first thing in the program to establish ground rules
because like you said it’s one thing to get a piece of
paper that says don’t do this but if they actually got
up in front of the class and made that part of class
number one and said “We’re going to establish rules
of respect, We’re not going to do such and such a
thing,” And that would be not just for sexual
harassment but just for all the ways we relate to
one another,
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6. Being Lesbian
Additional issues in managing gender arise for students who are lesbian. A couple of women in the focus
groups described “coming out” in their classes, and talked about the fear this evoked for them. They also
described the ways everyday language usages are derogatory for people who are gay. The use of “fag”
for example, is an everyday word many use simply to insult or dismiss someone. The women felt that a
very homophobic atmosphere existed among some students.
The women reflected on how the presence of a lesbian student in a non-traditional program can constitute
a threat to norms of both femininity and masculinity – a complex interweaving of gender and sexuality. For
women in non-traditional male dominated fields, one challenge is that they are often assumed to be
lesbians. As a consequence, some women expend considerable effort emphasizing their femininity. In one
instance, there were only two women in a course, one of the women was known to be a lesbian, and the
other “very straight” – the straight woman distancing herself from the lesbian, perhaps out of not wanting
to be associated with a lesbian.
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Voices of Community College Women: Being lesbian
*The very first thing in class we got up and talked
about one another so I just got that out of the way
right away, The first time I was here I was used to
small-town mid-West [where you don’t tell
anybody] so I kept quiet about it, [I worried] are
they going to hate me after I tell? So this time it was
like – whatever! I’m just going to come out with it
and if they don’t like me then that’s established right
at the beginning, And I never had a problem with it,
*I was blown away…I felt like I was in a time warp, I
cannot believe people have these attitudes, I can go
to Reflections [a gay bar in Halifax] on Saturday
night and there are tons of people there straight or
gay or whatever…and it’s so liberal and then I come
here on Monday morning and it’s like the factory
floor in the 12;4’s that’s what it feels like to me, It’s
like this really kind of hard core environment,
*Well there were definitely a few times when I felt
“Thank God I’m not a guy,” If I was a gay man in this
program I would have gotten the shit kicked out of
me so many times…not that what happened to me
was necessarily better, It was a different kind of
hostility,
*In fact one guy said some comment and I didn’t
even hear it but he said some comment about
“That’s so gay,” [And then] came up to me afterwards
and [said] “I’m really sorry I didn’t even think before
I said that,”
*But that is definitely the way to put someone down,
Like there’s one teacher that everyone hated and he
is a jerk, But instead of saying “Wow that guy’s a
real jerk he’s inconsiderate and he’s a bad teacher”
they would say “That guy’s a fag, He’s such a fag,”
*It’s almost like another threat you know? It’s
another threat because women are being with
women when men are supposed to be with women and maybe women are better at being with
women…and that’s threatening,
*What the guys don’t understand makes them feel
threatened and then they get defensive and start
attacking and it’s just because they don’t understand,
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7. Workplace Experiences
The women in the focus groups had some concerns about moving on to work placements in their NSCC
program because of previous experiences in the labour market. They spoke of being in a male-dominated
workplace – the sense of being “looked at,” the resentment if you are in a senior position as a woman, and
the sense of having to do everything better than the men in order to prove themselves. Some women felt
that it would be helpful to discuss strategies for dealing with gender issues in male-dominated workplaces.
Other women described very positive work placements in their NSCC program. The main research
conclusion here is that there is likely to be a range of both welcoming and unwelcoming environments
facing female students going into male- dominated science and technology workplaces, and NSCC needs
to develop permanent and effective strategies both for supporting students and for collaborating with
industry on gender equity issues.

Voices of Community College Women: Experiences in
previous work
*I am concerned about the challenges that you can
meet just knowing the environment knowing that
you do have some people who are quite territorial
and they do not want women in their territory, But
they are also rough on the men that are around
them too, I realize you can say it’s their problem but
during the duration of the time that you have
employment with that person you have to deal with
it on a daily basis and I’ve experienced the aggression
and the resentment and the near-sabotaging of my
work because I was female in a place where a male
didn’t want me but I think it’s time to go back and
face it again,
*When I actually got working it was for a financial
company with a bunch of financial advisors most of
them were male, It’s a very male-dominated industry,
The females that are in that industry are normally
the assistants the people who make the meetings
but the actual advisors are men, I was one person and
I was in charge - they had to answer to me, There =5
people across 16 offices like Truro Yarmouth etc, So
there was animosity there and some guys were
uncomfortable calling me for help because I was
female, They felt like that was a sign of weakness if
they had to call,
*I worked at Pratt and Whitney Canada and they
make airplane engines and it’s all men…So when I
was there there weren’t a lot of women but when a
woman walked down through the machines checking
the machines there was about 644 men and all eyes
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were on her, It was almost like they were in jail and it
was the first time they’ve ever seen a woman, That’s
kind of what it’s like, And I was in the lab and I didn’t
leave the lab much just for that reason; I felt
everybody was looking and I was awkward,
Voices of Community College Women: College
workplace placements
*My experience in the transition towards the
workplace has been really good which seems kind of
surprising but I mean I did a feasibility study last year
for the [a health care centre] and their technical
liaison there was an older gentleman who was really
great to work with, I had the same experience with
my senior project when I was doing a project for [a
research institute] and all the guys – it was all guys
no women in the ocean-physics lab – but all the guys
were really personable and excited about the
electronics and excited about working with students
so I didn’t get any weird attitudes there at all…these
guys are all like in their fifties at least and they were
like totally chill whereas all the 54-year-old guys in
my class had the big attitude problem,
Voices of Community College Women: Preparing
women for male-dominated workplaces
*I would like that [a workshop], It doesn’t hurt to add
another tool to the kit just to find out what you can
do and what is a good way to handle different types
of situations and I think harassment can be quite
subtle in its early stages and perhaps the best way to
fight the battle is head on and nip it in the bud, But
I’ve…usually been working in groups of women so I
would be interested in developing skills,
*It’s hard because you’ve got to strike a balance
between singling out the girls and saying these are
issues you’re going to run into and then also treating
everybody the same…Maybe [you could get] the
females together outside of class time except then
no one would go, See that’s the thing - you don’t
have any time to get together and talk about these
things because it would be orchestrated through
Student Services and it wouldn’t be combined with
the rest of the course work,
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8. College Approaches to Gender Equity
One key finding of this research is that the patterns of gender differences and
gender inequities are not simple; the female students have a range of
experiences and a range of interpretations. What are the implications of this for
the Nova Scotia Community College in its journey toward gender equity in
traditionally male-dominated programs? The issues are complex. It is not
possible to make clear cut claims about an entire campus or even about specific
program cultures.
Being Attuned
In such a complex setting, faculty and staff need the skill to “read” the culture in
each program and in the overall institution. If faculty members are going to
make interventions they will have to have different strategies, depending on
events and circumstances. Further, these strategies need to be part of a toolkit,
ready to be used when particular circumstances warrant. The research findings
suggest the importance of sensitizing faculty members to the range of
behaviours that might signify gender harassment and hostile environments.
While not assuming these behaviours will necessarily be present, faculty should
be prepared to identify them and act upon them in appropriate ways in the
classroom and in the overall campus setting. Since there is no set pattern by age
or program, what matters is that faculty be attuned to the kinds of behaviours
that set up a negative gender environment, and be skilled in an array of
strategies to intervene when something starts to happen in their classrooms.
Intervening
The research suggests the importance of faculty and staff modeling and actively
teaching about equity issues by intervening when behaviours such as leering,
sexist jokes or homophobic comments occur in the classroom. This is not a
simple task in environments where these behaviours are a taken-for-granted
feature of everyday interactions.
Of course, faculty members are not always present in every situation. Often they
are not around when students are doing afternoon shop assignments, hanging
around in the hallways, or working in the computer labs in the evenings.
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Voices of Young Women: The
importance of instructor
intervention
*A teacher’s only there for 74
or ;4 minutes and then
they’re gone and then they
come back and then they’re
gone, They only see the
“surface”…Often they don’t
actually see what’s going on
inside,
*If teachers see [leering or
harassment] they should put
a stop to it because ultimately
we’re just other students we
don’t hold any sway over
what other students do, It’s
the teacher who needs to step
up if something like that is
happening and actually say
“Listen you knock that off or
you’re gone,” And they need
to follow through with it,
Educating About Gender Equity
Another key theme arising out of this research is that there is a need to educate
the broader student body, both men and women, about equity issues. Many
institutions rely on their harassment or discrimination policies to accomplish this.
Yet as we saw above, policy delivery mechanisms can be somewhat
problematic. Further, the issue of gender, science and technology in educational
institutions and workplaces is much more complex and nuanced than simply
developing an understanding of sexual harassment. Gender equity education for
both male and female students could include, for example, teaching about
gender equity strategies and policies in workplaces, about what affirmative
action means, about how language can signify sexism and about how some
male dominated workplaces have begun to integrate women successfully into an
inclusive and welcoming workplace culture.
NSCC programs could seek ways to integrate such learnings into program
curricula on the grounds that the skills and understandings are increasingly
required in workplaces and are therefore of benefit to students who are given
the opportunity to be able to learn and practice these while they are in a college
program.
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A key decision is where to insert such curricular interventions. The women in the focus groups pointed out,
for example, that if extra-curricular workshops on gender and workplace were offered by Student Services,
many students would not attend, either because of lack of time or because they regard as “soft” or
unimportant anything beyond the practical skills and applications of the trade or technological field.
Thus, the women felt such educational strategies and issues need to be, and could be, integrated fully into
each program, albeit in program-specific ways. One curriculum area the women in the focus groups
mentioned was the communications course, which seem to differ from program to program, in some
instances focusing on teaching “just plain high school English” and in other instances used to integrate
program learnings. The women felt that in some programs, the communications course would provide a
good opportunity for engaging in projects, discussions and debates about gender equity, while others felt
that it would not be a suitable vehicle because it was already a course many students dismissed.
Other students mentioned a business ethics course as a possible site for gender equity education, but felt its
current placement late in the school year lessened its potential impact on campus climate.

Voices of Community College Women: Educating
about gender issues
*It has to be worked into the program because
nobody is going to get together outside of class,
*An ethics course [is] required in our program [and
it] addresses some of the issues like employment
equity harassment discrimination stuff like that,
But it’s the last course you take and maybe it should
be the first course you take because it seems like you
need to be working on those skills while you’re in
school not just when you’re out in the workplace,
*Our communications course is where everything
gets integrated…It’s technically a communications
course but what are you communicating about?
Everything else that you’re learning right? So for us
anyway communications is actually a course where
you end up doing design trouble shooting building
stuff testing it out,
*[In our program] the only thing is…mostly only
girls show up because the guys didn’t take it serious,
They think “Oh it’s communications, I can
communicate I know how to speak” [laughter],
With these final three themes of attunement, intervention and education, we conclude the discussion of what
we learned from the Nova Scotia Community College women and turn to strategies for action.
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SECTION E STRATEGIES
FOR ACTION: POLICY
AND PRACTICE
In this section of our report, we present a constellation of strategies reflecting
what we have learned from our research and from experiences of other
institutions committed to women in non-traditional programs. The proposed
initiatives comprise a web of strategies to encourage successful recruitment and
retention of women into previously male-dominated programs. Many of the
gender equity initiatives serve both male and female students, enhancing the
learning environment and accessibility for the entire student body.

1. Setting the Stage for Intervention
Opportunities for gender equity policy initiatives at NSCC are many. Initiatives
could include revising curriculum to integrate gender issues, educating faculty to
be more attuned to gender equity, providing part-time possibilities, expanding
campus child care, developing a computer loan program, showing leadership
on gender equity in partnerships and working with government departments on
funding regulations. The tasks cut across all sectors of the organization and may
seem daunting. There may be concerns about thinly stretched resources, both
human and financial, and there may be a view that other diverse groups should
have priority within NSCC.
a. See the Project as a Shared One
One basic principle that could guide the development and implementation of a
gender equity plan is the recognition that the processes do not have to be
accomplished by NSCC staff alone. NSCC could work in partnership to develop
best practice models and to provide workshops on many of the issues. For
example, NSCC could partner with, or contract, community groups with years of
expertise in providing gender and employment workshops, gender analysis of
curriculum, gender equity workshops, job readiness workshops and the like.
Community groups could include women’s centres, employment equity
consultants, women’s employment centres, women’s bridging programs, women’s
computer training projects, union equity committees, gender and education
specialists, women and small business organizations, and science and
technology gender advocacy groups. There are solid community based gender
equity resources in Nova Scotia and it seems sensible for NSCC to draw on
existing expertise while developing its own.
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b. Recognize Initiatives Currently Underway
On every campus, there are individuals with knowledge about gender issues.
There are individuals who have incorporated some aspects of gender analysis
and awareness into their courses or in their work with other agencies and
institutions. It would make sense to identify these individuals and draw on their
interest and expertise.
c. Remember the Diversity of Women
When an institution focuses on strategies for women, it is attending to the
diversity of women - First Nations women, women with disabilities, women who
are lone parents, women who are living in poverty, African Nova Scotian
women, women of colour and women who are newcomers to Nova Scotia.
Policy and program analysis must examine whether or not particular groups of
women are served or excluded in particular program initiatives. Strategies must
be flexible and broad enough to support women with a wide range of
backgrounds and needs.
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2. Institutional Preparedness
a. Develop a System-wide Gender Equity Policy
• Establish and support a gender equity policy, visible at all levels of
senior administration, in all programs and services, in connections
with industry, with employer work placements and with partners. All
staff and faculty need to be aware of gender equity initiatives, and
demonstrate support.
b. Establish a Network of Campus-based Gender Equity
Advisors
• Employ a Gender Equity Advisor at each campus, directly
responsible to the President or a Vice Presidents with clearly
mandated responsibilities for students, faculty and administration.
The Gender Equity Advisor should have an office on campus with
time and resources to (a) support in-program female students in nontraditional programs; (b) provide inservice and support for faculty on
institutional culture issues; (c) support curricular revisions in program
areas regarding gender equity issues in both training and
employment; and (d) advise and assist in recruitment strategies, both
community recruitment and College Prep.
c. Compile a Regional Gender Equity Resources List
• For each campus, establish and maintain a resource list of local and
regional organizations that offer training regarding gender issues
(employment, workplace equity, workplace policies, curriculum and
gender, classroom environment, employment opportunities for
women in science and technology, women and small business,
women’s community economic development).
• Identify faculty and staff known to have a gender analysis and/or
who have a record of successful intervention strategies, including
curriculum inclusion. These faculty members could serve as a
resource for programs scrutinizing their gender equity progress.
• Work with campus librarians to develop a resource list of
instructional strategies and materials for gender equity in science
and technology.
d. Develop a Gender Equity Staffing Strategy
• Conduct a statistical analysis of faculty composition in science,
technology and trades programs, documenting which programs have
women instructors and what their teaching assignments are.
• Plan a pro-active recruitment strategy to increase female faculty in
non-traditional programs.
• Allocate staffing resources with a gender lens.
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3. Gender Equity Strategies for Student
Recruitment
In expanding gender equity student recruitment strategies, NSCC could consider
initiatives to enhance recruitment directly from high school as well as recruitment
of re-entry women (who are either leaving the labour market for a career
change or are re-entering the labour market after a long absence).
a. Strategies for Recruiting Directly from Secondary Schools
College Prep and equity awareness: Develop an Equity Checklist to help College Prep Coordinators implement visits to schools,
field trips by schools to NSCC or to workplaces. Ask questions such
as: which students are invited to attend College Prep events? If a
student group is from a technology course in a high school, is there
a gender imbalance? What images of gender and science and
technology are conveyed in College Prep visits to schools? When
College Prep takes high school students to visit work places (e.g.
aviation technology), do they see women at work here? If not, what
sorts of discussions are in place for students to understand why there
are no women and why greater numbers of women would be of
benefit to the workplace and the economy.
Techsplorations: Continue to expand the Techsplorations partnership.
Follow-up in the schools to track post-secondary choices subsequent
to involvement in the program. Assess the broader impact of the
program on overall school populations and career choices other
young women make.
College Prep and sole support teenage mothers: Explore the
possibility of working in partnership with high schools, DCS and
HRSDC to develop a social and educational project for high school
girls who become pregnant. Teenage sole support mothers often
curtail their education, with long term detrimental effects. The aim of
such a program (modeled on one that exists at a New York
community college) is to help young women keep their options open,
see what programs are possible at NSCC, see what in-program
supports would be available to them as lone parents, orient them to
trades and technology and provide social support network.
College tours: When hosting high school students in NSCC tours,
ensure that female students see male-dominated program areas and
talk about employment opportunities and income for graduates of
such programs. During the tours, provide opportunities for female
students to explore their concerns about being female in
predominantly male workplaces and training programs. Where
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applicable, let students know about what NSCC does to ensure that
female students have a positive learning experience in these
programs (this might include the existence of a mentorship program,
of faculty who are positive about having more female students,
of peer support networks or of work placements where females
are welcomed).
Teacher tours: Organize teacher tours, bringing teachers from local
high schools and junior high schools to visit various technology
programs to broaden their sense of possibility and to help them see
how much sophisticated technology is involved. Include attention to
gender equity in these tours, providing teachers with information on
NSCC equity initiatives for women in non-traditional occupations.
Ambassadors: Employ female students currently in male-dominated
NSCC programs to act as ambassadors, visiting schools to talk
about their programs, their experiences and their future. Train these
ambassadors in gender equity awareness so they have skills to
respond to female students’ questions and concerns about entering
non-traditional science, technology and trades fields.
Communications strategies: Through a targeted communications
strategy aimed at parents and teachers, produce specific materials
that address the benefits for women in science and technology jobs.
Articulation agreements: Where these agreements are signed with
high schools, monitor the gender balance in each program area and
implement strategies to draw more female students into the program
if they appear to be underrepresented.
Scholarships: Seek increased numbers of industry-sponsored
scholarships for women entering non-traditional science technology
and trades programs.
b. Strategies for Recruiting Re-entry Women
For a five-year period, establish an Orientation to Trades
and Technology program: Drawing on models implemented in
British Columbia, Ontario and Newfoundland & Labrador, NSCC
could partner with local women’s training and education
organizations to deliver an OTT program with support from HRSDC
and DCS.
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Enhance the delivery of the NS High School Graduation
Program for Adults: To meet the needs of women in
communities at a distance from an NSCC campus, the program
needs to be offered at an increased number of off-site locations.
Establish a community based pro-active recruitment
strategy: Research shows that where under-representation exists,
successful recruiting requires organizations to search out designatedgroup candidates rather than using traditional methods and simply
waiting for them to respond. NSCC should establish outreach
techniques as a normal part of its recruitment process. Without this,
re-entry female candidates are less likely to be identified, particularly
where women are isolated by rurality and/or low income. Such a
strategy would include:
- distributing relevant information to members of designated
groups
- linking with groups that work with women, such as women’s
centres, literacy groups, employment agencies
- organizing evening information sessions in community locations
where women gather
- being prepared to meet with applicants one-on-one at times and
locations which they can access. For many re-entry women, there
are issues of transportation and child care that preclude easy
access to the college admissions offices during normal office
hours, and for some women, the lack of access to Internet limits
their ability to use NSCC online recruitment advice and services.
Develop a targeted communications strategy: Develop
materials that expressly target women and that address concerns
women may have about training and working in non-traditional
occupations. Have a “Plain Language” editor assess all materials.
Be prepared in the admissions process to act as advocate
for women facing social and economic barriers: In
contrast to the stance, “These women are adults, we can’t do
everything for them,” NSCC staff should provide guidance during
the admissions process to support applicants in negotiating the maze
of regulations and bureaucratic procedures faced by re-entry
women, especially those marginalized by low income or reliant on
various federal/provincial income support programs. NSCC support
might include interpreting regulations, providing access to telephones
and computers, advising on which order to pursue the maze and
helping to prepare documents. Those who “know how it works” are
better able to achieve results in their dealings with DCS and HRSDC.
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Work with institutional partners around DCS and HRSDC
funding issues: NSCC should take the lead in bringing these two
departments into a pro-active and co-operative recruitment strategy
for women in science and technology programs. As part of securing
the best conditions for its students, NSCC could work with these two
agencies to improve the processes through which students access
funding and through which DCS seats are allocated to NSCC
programs. NSCC could begin to take an active role in persuading
governments to:
- offer bridging programs specifically targeted at drawing more
women into science and technology programs
- allocate seats specifically for women in previously maledominated programs
- provide funding support for students studying part-time
- provide funding support for more than two years of postsecondary education
- make eligible for funding both safety equipment and union dues
required in some trade workplaces and apprenticeships.
Expand College 101: NSCC could use the College 101 concept to
provide pre-course activities in the summer preceding enrolment to
address barriers identified as women enter previously maledominated science, technology and trades programs. Offerings
could include:
- women-only pre-math and science refresher courses, focusing on
specific skills required in the programs they are entering, taught
by someone with an understanding of math anxiety and with
knowledge about women’s preferred modes of learning
- assertiveness training, confidence building and self-esteem
workshops for re-entry women, developed in conjunction
with community groups which have long offered this preemployment service to women and adapted to the context of
post-secondary studies
- computer training so incoming students can familiarize
themselves with software that will be used in their programs.
Assist with technology requirements: NSCC needs to consider
barriers for students entering programs that assume access to
particular technologies. Women marginalized by poverty may have
no access to high speed computers or Internet in their own homes,
and often do not have the software necessary to participate in
program requirements. NSCC could:
- provide clear information about computer requirements in
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all program descriptions used in the admissions process prior
to entry
have a place on NSCC application forms for students to indicate
any problems they anticipate regarding access to computers
work with the Department of Education or with industry partners
to establish a computer lending bank
Begin the lending program in August so students have time to
familiarize themselves with the various software programs.

Follow up prior to enrolment: Consider implementing a process
through which every woman admitted to a non-traditional program
receives two telephone calls, once in mid-June after they would have
received their acceptance letter, and once in August just before
classes begin, to welcome the student to NSCC and to address any
concerns they may have about the program, about barriers they
face, and/or about being one of only a few women in a program.
c. Partnerships in Recruitment Strategies
Government departments, agencies, and business groups have written reports
that stress the importance of partnership agreements with post-secondary
institutions and businesses. Partnerships provide a real possibility for
implementing gender equity mechanisms.
The Nova Scotia Community College, for example, has developed a range of
partnerships with schools and industry:
• Techsplorations, a partnership to encourage junior high girls to enter
science and technology programs
• Articulation Agreements with high schools that permit students to
take courses that provide credits both for high school and for NSCC
programs
• CollegePrep program (jointly sponsored by NSCC, school boards
and the Nova Scotia Department of Education) which provides
information on NSCC requirements and works with high school
personnel to encourage more students to choose NSCC as a postsecondary alternative
• Customized Training agreements with business and industry to
provide specific training programs
• Co-op programs and work placement arrangements to provide an
avenue for post-secondary institutions to address industry’s desire for
skilled workers with relevant experience and also to address the
desire by young people for more co-op education and other
internship possibilities with employers. Co-op programs allow for
greater interaction among students, instructors and employers and
provide more ways for students to experience actual career
possibilities.
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While the Techsplorations Project is an important gender-equity initiative, it
should not limit the imagination or initiative of NSCC in exploring a range of
gender equity possibilities in all its partnerships. The Nova Scotia Community
College could:
• provide leadership in gender analysis as it negotiates industry
partnerships for Customized Training
• provide leadership in gender analysis in its Articulation Agreements
with high schools.
• assess Articulation Agreements signed to date to determine whether
there has been any attention specifically to encourage young women
and whether any gender imbalances exist in current and past
participation rates
• develop accountability protocols for gender equity in partnership
agreements, including but not limited to recruitment. Not all partners
are governed by similar commitments to gender equity and few, other
than federal government departments, actually have policies with
which they must comply.
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4. In-Program Gender Equity Strategies
The following strategies focus on building a campus and classroom culture that is
gender inclusive and attentive to a range of diversities among women. While
gender inequities may not exist in every classroom or every program, developing
the capacity across an institution and among those working with students to identify
and monitor the gendered character of classrooms is a fundamental prerequisite to
any claims for equity. Developing this institutional capacity is also a prerequisite to
effective change.
a. Teaching Practices
Gender equity observation tool: Develop a Gender Equity
Observation tool for science, technology and trades faculty to use in
monitoring and assessing their classroom practice, particularly those
practices identified through research as contributing to gender
inequities in classrooms (teacher expectations, patterns of questioning,
classroom interaction, leadership in small group work, roles taken in
lab work, use of anecdote and example in teaching, forms of bonding
between teachers and students).
Peer support: Establish peer support processes for faculty who begin to
use the Gender Equity Observation tool.
Equity training: Examine current equity training given to faculty to see
whether follow up is necessary, whether tools are concrete enough for
faculty to assess what is happening in their classrooms and to take
action to remediate in those instances where inequities are identified.
Equity teaching resources: Collect and/or develop resources for
promoting women-positive learning environments in science, technology
and trades classrooms (gender neutral language, instructional design,
critical thinking, forms of group instruction and attention to diverse
learning styles, particularly relational learners).
Faculty support: Provide support for faculty to develop skills in
accessing and using gender equity teaching resources.

b. Harassment-free Climate
Delivery: Evaluate the sexual harassment education process at each
campus (including when and by whom information on the policy is
disseminated to students).
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Incorporation into everyday life: Assess the extent to which the
spirit of a harassment-free environment is incorporated into daily life in
the institution, whether in classrooms, corridors, computer labs or
team work.
Commitment: Provide professional development for faculty to help
them see how to demonstrate commitment to harassment-free
environment in daily classroom practices. Both male and female
students need to see that it matters to faculty that their learning
environment is a safe one, where no one has to use their energy
to fend off derogatory remarks and where no one has to shut down
their learning.
Depth of understanding: Develop resources for both faculty
and students to help them understand different kinds of
harassment (personal, sexual, racial, gender, homophobic,
visual, verbal, physical).
Intervention:
- Provide professional development to provide faculty with skills to
intervene when gender harassing behaviours occur (leering,
jokes, put-downs, pornographic screen-savers). Use simulations,
role plays and scenarios to help faculty identify issues and
develop educational rather than punitive strategies
for intervention.
- Develop scenarios faculty can use to help students develop their
own skills to stop harassing behaviours when they see it
happening, whether in instructional setting or in the workplace.
- Provide professional development to assist faculty to facilitate
discussions about contentious issues such as employment equity
or masculinity and trades. Draw on resources developed at other
post-secondary institutions in the Atlantic Region and elsewhere
in North America.
c. Curriculum
Part-time: Accelerate the implementation of part-time options in
science and technology programs.
Fitness: Offer fitness and weight training programs for women on
campus and encourage female students to take part.
Occupational Health & Safety: In Occupational Health and Safety
courses, make sure to include what is known about extra safety
hazards for women because of the standard heights of equipment,
shelving etc.
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Small business: In courses on small business, include information
about women’s community economic development and
entrepreneurial leadership, since many women will either be hired
by small businesses or may wish to start their own small business or
co-operative enterprise.
Public issues: Provide opportunities for students to explore larger
public issues and ethical dimensions of science and technology.
Assess library resources: Assess and expand library resources on
gender and equity
- Historical films on women and work such as Rosie the Riveter or
Keeping the Home Fires Burning: Women, War Work and
Unions in British Columbia, as well as contemporary films such
as Backlash to Equity: First Nations People Speak Out.
- Union resources (e.g. CAW and OFL) on workplace equity and
workers’ responsibilities in this regard.
- Resources from Status of Women Canada, the Nova Scotia
Advisory Council on the Status of Women, National Women’s
Reference Group and the many other advocacy and research
organizations focused on women and science, women and
technology, and women and trades.
Identify gender analysis opportunities: Examine every NSCC
science, technology and trades program to identify curriculum
opportunities for analyzing gender. Make the case for why an
understanding of gender equity issues is of importance to male
students in the programs. Issues might include:
- Gender analysis, gender equity, affirmative action,
employment equity
- Industry initiatives such as work-site day care, flexible hours,
shared work, family-friendly policies etc.
- Division of labour in the household and how this affects men’s
and women’s work lives in differing ways. A critical analysis of
gender relations might help shift young women’s sense of the
inevitability of their greater role within the household and might
help young men recognize their responsibility to engage in an
equal share of work within the home, if both men and women
are to have equal opportunities for employment.
Integrate equity issues throughout curriculum: Weave equity
issues throughout a program so that understandings are reinforced
and not marginalized. There might be opportunities in an ethics
course, a communications course, an occupation health and safety
course or a mathematics course.
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Incorporate gender analysis of the workplace into program
curriculum: Provide in-program opportunities to help students
understand how gender and culture manifest in the workplace.
- Read articles and watch films that portray the position of women
in the labour force, both contemporary and historically.
- Research male/female salaries, employment rates and labour
force statistics in science, technology and trades occupations.
This could be an activity in a statistics class, the focus of a project
in research techniques or an assignment in using the Internet for
research.
- Use communications courses as opportunities to discuss gender
relations in the workplace, to explore ideas surrounding domestic
division of labour or to talk about family-friendly workplace
policies that have been gained through unions. Draw on
community expertise to teach both male and female students
about workplace practices that exclude women, and the role
both male and female employees have in changing this.
Provide in-program opportunities for students to
understand employment equity:
- Develop activities for students to explore concepts such as
employment equity, affirmative action and workforce diversity.
Help students become clear about their own attitudes towards
equity initiatives.
- Identify local science, technology and trades employers
committed to gender equity and invite them to classes to talk to
both male and female students about how they foster an
environment that is welcoming to women and how they ensure
accountability through workforce analysis and employment
systems review.
- Explore rights and obligations in the workplace, including human
rights legislation, labour standards and union policies regarding
gender equity and workforce diversity.
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5. Networking for Women in Science, Technology
and Trades Programs
When developing support systems for women in male-dominated science,
technology and trades programs, NSCC personnel should be aware of a double
edge to the support issue for some women. There is a reluctance to be singled
out at the same time as there is recognition of the support derived from
connection with one another. The challenge is to help students understand why a
support system matters (it can provide role models, increase motivation, prevent
isolation, provide assistance in a crisis and challenge you when you are thinking
of quitting) and to work with them to provide efficient, effective and nonintrusive support mechanisms. Thus, the NSCC approach needs not only to
emphasize practices that promote informal relationships but also to strategize
about forms of support networks that do not single women out.
a. Technology-based Support Systems
• Link previous graduates with current students through an
online network.
b. Mentoring Programs
• Where two-year programs exist, establish an on-going student-run
mentoring program for incoming female students to link with second
year students.
• Train and support female students at the end of first year in
developing a mentoring program for next year’s incoming class
(training in what mentoring is, how to use a mentor well, how to be
a good mentor).
• Expand the mentor program to include women who have graduated
and are currently working in science and technology fields. Provide
training in aspects of mentoring known to have been helpful to
young women entering science and technology fields (e.g.
addressing concerns about negotiating a balance between family
and career).
c. Cross-curricular Activities
• Develop cross-course activities where women in male-dominated
courses can have the opportunity to work with women in other
programs.
d. Support from Faculty Members
• Advise faculty members on ways of providing informal
encouragement and check-ins with women in male-dominated
science, technology and trades programs.
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6. Social and Economic Support Strategies
A post-secondary educational institution truly inclusive of women needs to
ensure that supports are available for low income and mature students,
particularly in the areas of child care, transportation, technology access and
funding. Information about various support initiatives should be made available
to low income and mature students during the recruitment process, since
concerns about these issues keep many low income women from considering
NSCC programs.
Institutional attention to these issues honours the work of mothers and values
what mature women bring to post-secondary programs. Often women who are
lone parents suffer penalties in post-secondary institutions because of the double
role they have to take on (or sometimes triple if they are also holding down a
part-time job). Further, many re-entry women on low income rely on funding
from agencies such as HRSDC and DCS; the mechanisms for accessing this
funding are complex and often fail to recognize the particular needs of female
students in non-traditional programs.
a. Child Care
• NSCC should continue to expand its network of campus child care
centres that are affordable and flexible in scheduling.
•

NSCC should collaborate with the Provincial Government to provide
quality child care with subsidized spaces at every campus, an
initiative which could also serve to increase the numbers of
affordable child care spaces in rural areas.

•

Since for many women, child care remains a barrier after
graduation, NSCC might consider opening child care spaces to
women after graduation.

b. Transportation
• Post-secondary institutions in rural areas might consider
collaborating to provide a campus bus service, including a late bus
for those students needing to use campus computers and other
facilities for their assignments.
•

NSCC, in partnership with the provincial government, could offer a
car-pooling service with vehicles owned by the partners and
maintained in campus automotive training shops.

•

Campuses with automotive repair programs could expand
opportunities for students to receive reduced rates for
car maintenance.
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•

In order to set up required assistance from year to year, NSCC could
include a form with student application packages inviting applicants
to indicate whether they anticipate transportation barriers and to
identify whether they are willing to share travel costs with other
students. Knowing prior to admission that there are transportation
strategies and supports can ease concerns of those students who
know from the outset that transportation is an issue.

c. Technology Access
• In the admissions process, NSCC could ensure applicants know what
computer capabilities (software, hardware and experience) are
necessary for efficient completion of program assignments.
•

In the summer preceding enrolment, each campus could
provide technical support for incoming students to upgrade their
computer skills.

•

NSCC could partner with the provincial Department of Education or
with an IT industry partner to fund and implement a computer
lending program advertised to all students during the
admissions process.

d. HRSDC and DCS Funding
• NSCC could work with these two agencies to improve the processes
through which students access funding and through which DCS seats
are allocated to the college programs.
•
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NSCC could begin to take and active role in persuading
governments to:
- provide support for students studying part-time
- provide support for more than two years of postsecondary education
- make eligible for funding both safety equipment and union dues
required in some trade workplaces and apprenticeships.
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7. Gender Equity Strategies in Working with
Industry and Workplace
The processes through which NSCC graduates make a transition to the workplace
needs to be included in an equity policy for NSCC because it is not reasonable to
encourage women to enter science and technology training if we know that the
workplaces they go into are hostile. NSCC could show leadership with industry
partners, especially those who are likely sources of employment for women in
science and technology programs.
•

Demonstrate NSCC commitment to success for all its students by
working with work placement sites to ensure supportive environments
within which female students can complete their program
requirements.

•

Document and analyze on an annual basis the success of
female graduates in gaining employment in various science and
technology fields.

•

Develop an action plan to work with prospective employers in areas
where female graduates seem to be less likely than male graduates to
be employed immediately following graduation.

•

Work with employers on gender issues, in partnership with
organizations that provide gender equity training to employers.
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